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“Being a pilot, I’ve found, is the closest thing to the military
regarding having the sense of accomplishment in your everyday
work life.” says Townsville Helicopters Line Pilot & Instructor Mick
Eden. “Jumping in a helicopter, whether it’s instructing a student,
slinging loads, or transporting passengers, the results are
tangible, and it makes you feel great about what you’ve achieved
to get to that point. It’s what I was looking for in a job after my
career in the Defence Force.” 

Mick was recruited into the ADF in 2006, working under the
Royal Australian Engineers and posted to Darwin in the 1st

Combat Engineer Regiment. In 2008, he was deployed to
Afghanistan under the Mentoring and Reconstruction Task Force
1, and in late 2009 to Sumatra as Disaster Relief after a 7.6
magnitude earthquake struck the western coast. In late 2010,
Mick transitioned back into civilian life working for his father’s
farming business, and spent 4 years in Civil Construction. 

In early 2017, Mick joined up for a Commercial Pilot Licence
course with Townsville Helicopters. “It’s very hard to adjust to
civilian work when your mindset in the military is very strict, with
no room for error. It took me a while to find a career in which I
was challenged and gave me a sense of belonging, self-
gratitude, and where I could utilise the military mindset to my
advantage. Due to my rural background, many of my family and
friends could only recommend one person to conduct my
training, which was Richard Arnold at Townsville Helicopters.” 

After gaining his licence, Mick was taken on board as a
theory instructor with the company, taking both private CPL
students, and those studying the AVI50319 Diploma of Aviation
through Tafe Queensland (for whom Townsville Helicopters is a
third-party provider) through the intensive theory work needed
for their licence. “About half of your training to become a
Commercial Pilot is gaining an understanding of the theory
underpinning your flying, and getting through the exams. The
confidence I gained in the military was a great foundation for

confidently teaching students in a completely different dis -
cipline”. In between teaching theory classes, Mick built his flying
hours piloting the company’s scenic tours in and around Towns -
ville. “We’ve got some beautiful spots here in Townsville. Taking
in Magnetic Island from the air, or landing on a sand cay out in
the Great Barrier Reef, it’s pretty exceptional flying recce’s
around here”. 

Gaining his Instructor rating through the company in 2019,
Mick splits his work days between instructing future pilots, and
conducting a variety of aerial work operations all over the region.
“I didn’t realise that variety of works of which I would be
undertaking as a Commercial pilot. In one day I could be out on
the reef looking for a sunken boat, chartering a VIP, conducting
a low-level survey and training students from a wide range of
backgrounds”.

Mick’s other love is fishing. This enthusiasm has led to him
running Townsville Helicopters Fishing Experiences, taking
equally passionate anglers on unforgettable fishing trips. “You
can see so much more from a helicopter which makes finding
those exclusive fishing spots relatively easy. The dynamics of the
surrounding areas of Townsville produce an unbeatable
experience and to be honest, it doesn’t really feel like work”.

His work as a pilot has really allowed Mick to play to his
strengths - his agricultural background, and experience in
construction inform his work in teaching rural helicopter
operations and conducting aerial work in support of the
construction industry. His love of fishing makes him the perfect
guide. And his life in the military has provided a foundation on
which to build his career. “The discipline you learn in the Defence
force really sets you up as Pilot in Command, you have to have
the military bred assertiveness to make quick decisions and
keep a cool head in extreme conditions”.

“There’s a lot of cross over between working in the Defence
force and working as a pilot. I can’t imagine doing anything else.”
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G’day all and welcome to Edition #002 of
COMMANDO – The Magazine of the
Aust  ralian Commando Association.

We have some excellent articles in this edition and
I thank all those who have submitted articles for the
magazine, please keep them coming so we can share
these stories whether they are recent or from years
ago. Please note that when you send your articles in
please have them sent as a Word Document and if you
have any images attached please have them as Hi
Resolution as this aids in the final quality of the image
both electronically and as a hard copy format.

We will be selling hard copies of the magazine
including limited past copies on both our web page

and Facebook page so if you would like a copy first in
first served. All funds raised from the sale of the
Magazine will be going to the ACA Welfare Fund.

We hope you enjoy the new look magazine and if
you have any ideas for improvement and or articles
that you wish to be published please do not hesitate to
email me anytime and for those of you who are down
range, keep your sights straight and your powder dry! 

Commando 4 Life
Nick Hill

Editor - Commando Magazine
E: editor_commandomag@commando.org.au

W: www.commando.org.au

A WORD FROM THE EDITOR

Australian Commando
Association Inc
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You may be asking yourself in these un -
precedented times - "What can the ACA,
or I, do to help?

Most of us have lived knowing the last of the
veterans of the Great War, the war they all called
“the war to end all wars”. They have all now gone.

The veterans of the next World War are now
nearing the end of their lives but we must not think
for a second that this ends the welfare work that
each and every one of them deserves, having given
part of their lives to defend our way of life. 

The price to be paid for our country’s presence in
Iraq and Afghanistan is now obvious. As John F
Kennedy said - “As we express our gratitude, we
must never forget that the highest appreciation is
not to utter words, but to live by them.” He knew it
was easier to talk about something than to actually
to get up and do something.

Many of our older and younger veterans will be
looking at today’s confusion not knowing what they
have done to deserve this, added upon the issues
that they are already dealing with.

I implore you to make a few more phone calls
every day just to say “G’day”. You may be surprised
how good it makes you feel, not to mention the
impact on your 'brother' on the other end of the line.

You will know who to ring. 
That’s how the ACA membership can make a

difference, individually and as a whole. I implore you
to develop your circle of contacts further at this time
when it may make the most difference.

Commando 4 Life
Greg Melick

ACA National President 

NATIONAL PRESIDENT’S REPORT

COMMANDO FOR LIFE

BOOKS OF INTEREST

The White Mouse 
By Nancy Wake, AM. GM.

Nancy Wake, nicknamed 'the white mouse'
for her ability to evade capture, tells her
own story. As the Gestapo's most wanted

person, and one of the most highly decorated
servicewomen of the war, it's a story worth telling.

After living and working in Paris in the 1930's,
Nancy married a wealthy Frenchman and settled in
Marseilles. Her idyllic new life was ended by World
War II and the invasion of France. Her life shattered,
Nancy joined the French resistance and, later, began
work with an escape-route network for allied soldiers.
Eventually Nancy had to escape from France herself
to avoid capture by the Gestapo.

In London she trained
with the Special Operations
Executive as a secret agent
and saboteur before para -
chuting back into France.
Nancy became a leading
figure in the Maquis of the
Auvergne district, in charge of finance and obtaining
arms, and helped to forge the Maquis into a superb
fighting force.

During her lifetime, Nancy Wake was hailed as a
legend. Her autobiography recounts her extraordinary
wartime experiences in her own words. 
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Hello all, this is my first report after being
newly elected as President of the Queens -
land Associat ion dur ing our  AGM in

February. 
Let me start by acknowledging the excellent work

conducted by the immediate past President, Mr Nick
Hill. Nick took over the reigns as President after the
AGM in 2016 after the unfortune passing of Keith Long
in 2015. At that time there had been a declining
membership, which was bound to happen due to the
age of many of our WW2 members, along with an
approximate bank balance sitting under $2000.

In a few short years Nick was able to revive the
ACAQ by encouraging younger members into the
Association, all the while retaining respect and contact
with those that had gone before. Nick instituted family
BBQ days and social gatherings outside the usual
remembrance ceremonies. Silent auctions and shoot -
ing competitions all aided in building the comradery
between the Veteran Special Forces community. He
also remains the Editor in chief of the “Commando”
magazine as well as the ACA E-Membership secretary.

Because of his efforts the Queensland branch now
enjoys a healthy and diverse membership with
continued links to other likeminded Queensland
groups such as the Royal Marines (RMAQ), Aust Special
Air Service (ASASAQ), Rhodesian Light Infantry
(RLIRAA&NZ), The Boer War Association (BWAQ) and
the Papua New Guinea Volunteer Rifles (PNGVR)
Associations. This growth is reflected in one of our
associate members, Richard Johnson RLIRAA&NZ,
taking on a committee position this year.

One of our main focuses as an association is to
promote the continued remembrance of our fallen
service personnel through actively conducting cere -
monies in their honour. The week just gone has seen
the cancellation by RSL of the ANZAC Day marches in
capital cities across Australia. Something not even
recent Terrorist threats could achieve. The situation is
changing daily and as such many events where people
gather are being cancelled. The Queensland Maritime
Museum has also been closed with the possibility of re-
opening in June at this point.

Plans are in place and bookings made in order to
have our Operation Rimau and Commando/SF Day
held at the Museum on Sunday 12th July 2020, on the

quarter deck of the HMAS Diamantina. This will be
followed by a luncheon and the National association
meeting. We are all hoping that the worst of the
pandemic will have passed, and life can go back to
some normality by this time.

Both Nick and I were invited and attended the CWT
Stake  Holders  Demonstration  at  our  old  Regiment,
the 2nd Commando Regiment in early March for a
demonstration of current capabilities by TAG-E. We
got a look at the way the live drills have progressed
over the years since our postings at the unit. To say it
was a bit like a family reunion would be an under -
statement! Lots of blokes we knew still kicking doors,
along with many young faces that had only got to the
unit as we left. 

That night we were guests at the Commando
Welfare Trust Cocktail party fund raiser at the Sydney
Maritime Museum. Once again, a fantastic night with
approx. $36k raised through the auctions. On Saturday
morning we attended the National AGM which was
conducted in the Boardroom at the Cronulla RSL Club,
after problems prevented us gaining access to the
Commando Heritage Museum at Holsworthy Barracks. 

For those that saw the first new look edition of the
Commando magazine, page 22 had a book review of
“Blood on Borneo” the Jack Wong Sue story. For those
that don’t know me, I am a keen History buff and
collector. I was fortunate a few years ago, through his
family after Jack had passed away, to be able to receive
several personal items that Jack had brought back from
Borneo. These included Japanese flags and a Nambu
pistol and holster he had taken from a Japanese officer. 

Here for your interest are pictures of those and the
items displayed in 1946 from his book.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

The same Japanese
Nambu pistol holster
in the far left image

today.

The same Japanese
7mm Nambu pistol
in left image today.

An image from Blood
on Borneo showing

the Japanese Nambu
7mm pistol & holster
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To finish off, I would like to thank the other recently
elected committee and ordinary members, Tony, Luke,
John, Mark, Richard, Keith, Peter and Mick for their
continued support. I have big shoes to fill, and know
that I can be worthy of your trust in electing me to take
the Association forward into 2020.

Commando 4 Life 
Graham Gough

President - ACA Qld

UPCOMING ACA QLD EVENTS
Tuesday 14 April 2020

ACA Qld Committee Meeting
Lord Alfred Hotel, Brisbane @ 1830

Tuesday 12 May 2020
ACA Qld Committee Meeting

Lord Alfred Hotel, Brisbane @ 1830

Tuesday 09 June 2020
ACA Qld Committee Meeting

Lord Alfred Hotel, Brisbane @ 1830

Sunday 12 July 2020
75th Commemorative Service of Operation Rimau

and Commando/SF Day
Queensland Maritime Museum

South Bank Brisbane @ 1030 for 1045

MIND, BODY, SOUL
& LEGAL SERVICES

Psychological Support
Ms. Megan Fry

Ph: 07 3261 6434 or by her website
www.mfry.com.au

Physical Support
Dr Kieran McCarthy

GO2 Health Ph: 07 3355 5540 or at
www.go2health.com.au

Spiritual Support
Chaplain Michael Pocklington

Ph: 0474 222 202 or by email
mpocklington@gmail.com

Legal Support
Mr John Cockburn
Ph: 07 3356 9366 or at

john@cockburnlegal.com
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ACA Vic has been pretty busy with memorials
and heritage activities. Below are some of
the memorials and events we have been

doing.

2019 Tidal River Commando Commemoration and
Operation RIMAU Memorial

The annual pilgrimage to Tidal River in November
2019 and the 75th anniversary of Operation RIMAU
went very well with a significant roll up of Association
and families with an estimated 185 personnel attend -
ing.

There were num er  ous official guests including
Brigadier Craig Shortt, DSC CSC DSM, Com mander of
the Spe cial Forces
Group and the Com -
mand ing Offi cer 1st

C o m  m a n d o
Regiment both
accompanied by
their Regimental
Sergeant Majors.

R e p r e s e n t i n g
Chief of Navy was
Commander Darren
Jeffs, CSC RAN,
Executive Officer
HMAS Cerberus.
For this special com -
me morative activity
Special Ope ra   tions
Command kindly
provided a Com -
 mando Cata falque
party that add ed
greatly to the
activity and also pro -
vided the oppor -
tunity for current
serving members to
meet with World
War II veterans and
their families as well

as Asso ciation members.
The ACA National President, Major General Greg

Melick, was present and assisted with presenta tions of
Special Operations Aust ralia com memorative plaques
to former World War II Coast watchers Jim Burrowes
and Ron ‘Dixie’ Lee and Commemorative plaques were
also presented to family members of Sergeant David
Gooley, AIF and Lieutenant Bruno Reymond, RANVR
both of whom were operatives from Operation RIMAU.
Twenty ACA VIC members attended the 100th anni -
versary dinner of the Foster RSL and had an en joy able
meeting. I gave a short pre sen tation on Com mandos
and OP RIMAU.

A presentation
was made to com -
memorate the two
Victorians, Sergeant
David Gooley and
Lieute nant Bruno
Reymond, both of
whom had regional
linkages, who par -
tici pated in Opera -
tion RIMAU.

2020 RIP Memorial
The annual RIP service at Shortland’s’ Bluff on

Sunday, 16th February was attended by Association
members, families and friends of those lost during the
RIP incident. Many former members of 2 Commando
Company and 41 Amphibious Platoon made a special
effort to attend and catch up with old mates. There was
a significant representation from the Borough of
Queens cliff including the Mayor and several current-
serving counsellors. There were more than 190 people
counted attending the commemoration and most
joined the Association luncheon at the nearby Bowling
Club.This was also an opportunity for many former
members to catch up with General Bennett.

60th Commemoration Dinner for RIP Incident  
The RIP Commemoration dinner was conducted on

Friday, 14th February and attended by more than 60

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
April 2020

ACA VIC President Doug Knight (R)
presenting Commander Darren Jeffs,
CSC the commemorative plaque in

recognition of the significant
contribution by the RAN to WW2

Special Operations.

ACA National President Major General
Greg Melick (R) presenting a

commemorative plaque to Jim
Burrowes, OAM (C) whilst Dixie Lee

looks on.

The Operation RIMAU presentation
made to the Foster RSL.
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members of the Association, families and friends,
including family members of the three personnel who
lost their lives in the RIP Incident in 1960.

The Association was honoured by the presence of
our patron, General Sir Philip Bennett, AC KBE DSO,
accompanied by his daughter, Jane Davidson. Also
present representing the 1st Commando Regiment was
the current OC and CSM of 2 Company. 

New ACA Commemorative Memorabilia 
Following consultation with other state ACA

branches an order has been placed for 100 of the new
ACA plaques. The plaques are made of wood,
rectangular shaped and dark brown in colour. The
bottom scroll has been changed to AUSTRALIAN
COMMANDO ASSOCIATION. The plaques will be
accompanied by an engraving plate. The plaques are
approx. 210mm wide x 77mm high. Please contact
your State reps for further details.

Regiment Beret Badges & Black Shield Backings
Following the ACA National Executive decision

regarding the wearing of Commando beret badges by
ACA members which is reflective of the badge that was
current at the time of your service an order has been
placed for the supply of pre-1990 Commando Com -
pany beret badges. These will be made available to
other ACA State branches. 

Development of Audio-Visual Materials
for use at Tidal River

The work on this project has been completed with
the production of an eight-module year 10 academic
training package covering the historical aspects of
Wilsons Promontory and involvement of Australian
Commandos and their initial training facility at Tidal
River and the subsequent operational deployment of
Independent Companies and Commandos throughout
the south-west Pacific during World War II.

The training material was handed over to Parks
Victoria Chief Executive Officer at the commemoration
ceremony on Sunday, 17 November. This material is
supported by an 11-minute video, which will be
uploaded onto our website as soon as it is operational
again. Copies of this material have been forwarded to
a number of interested organisations and any ACA
member seeking a copy of the video or training
materials can contact dougknight88@gmail.com and I
will provide a link to enable download or forward a CD
copy by mail. For Non-Association members a small
fee will be charged to cover the cost of production and
postage.

Presentation of Special Operations Australia Plaque
to Former Corporal Elizabeth Mackenzie,
Z Special Unit

Unfortunately, Elizabeth was unable to join Asso -
ciation members and families for the 2019 Annual
Com mando Commemoration at Tidal River in Novem -

ber 2019 and so my -
self and ACA VIC
Sec retary Glenn Mac -
Donald visited her
home in Feb rua ry to
make the pre senta -
tion.

Elizabeth was very
surprised and great -
ly moved by the pre -
sentation plaque that
was quickly mounted onto the wall amongst significant
family memorabilia.

During our conversations Elizabeth provided a brief
insight into her time at the Allied Intelligence Bureau
headquarters (AIB) in Melbourne where she was a
Movements Clerk for Z Special Unit and other elements
of AIB.

Elizabeth subsequently married Gilbert Mackenzie,
who at the time was a Lieutenant and had joined AIB in
1943 and had been a member of  Operat ion
SCORPION the ‘proof of concept’ rehearsal raid on
Townsville Harbour 1943 under the leadership of Cap -
tain Sam Carey. Gilbert continued to serve through out
the war in a number of support activities related to
research and development and the training of
operatives for deployment.

During our visit Elizabeth was kind enough to loan
the ACA VIC Association her extensive family col -
lection of World War II memorabilia that included
numerous previously unknown records of SRD opera -
tions and an autobiography by Captain Sam Carey also
of AIB. These materials will be used as the subject of
feature articles for this magazine.

Should you have any queries on the above please
do not hesitate to contact me. As mentioned above the
material acquired on loan from Elizabeth will form the
basis of a number of articles that I will prepare regard -
ing the following:

• WW2 AIB service of Captain Sam Carey
• WW2 AIB service of Lieutenant Gilbert Mackenzie
• Numerous articles on AIB operations and training

facilities.
Commando 4 Life

Doug Knight
President
ACA VIC

OC 2 Company Speech – The RIP Dinner
The Officer Commanding 2 Company 1st Cdo Regt,

delivered an incisive address at the Rip com me mo ra -
tive dinner on the Friday evening: 

“Thank you for giving me the opportunity to
address you tonight on the eve of the RIP memorial. I
have been asked to say a few words regarding the unit
and its activities and how we have returned to the role
the unit was originally raised for so many years ago.” 

Elizabeth unwrapping her presentation
plaque.

COMMANDO FOR LIFE
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“Major General Findlay, our current SOCAUST, in
his recent letter to Chief of Army highlighting the year
2019 in SOCOMD, wrote: 'Special Operations Com -
mand (SOCOMD) is a small, dynamic Command
advan cing at pace on a broad front. Constituting just 8
per cent of the Army's workforce, SOCOMD delivers
high readiness world-class joint special operations
forces (SOF) entrusted with some of Defence's most
sensitive activities. We have a proud tradition of excel -
lence - as individuals, as teams and as a Command—
but we succeed in making our contribution to Defence
strategy through collaboration with partners across
Army, Defence, whole-of- government, industry, aca -
demia and our community”.

The OC explained, 
“As a part of SOCOMD, 1 Cdo Regt continues to

remain ready and prepares itself to be future ready. In
doing so we form one of the three Special Operations
Units of actions. We are trusted to deliver, united in
purpose and follow the approach set by COMD SFG in
being agile, colla bo -
rative, informed, dis -
ciplined and humble".

“Our mission,
en dorsed and sup -
ported by the ADF
senior leadership is
to deliver Special
Warfare and enab -
ling capabilities in
support of the
nation’s interests. 

We are the lead for SOCOMD contribution for
several operational tasks including Security Force
Capacity Building with regional partners, and here at
home in support of the Domestic Counter Terrorism
capability.  Most recently, we have had our people
supporting OP Bushfire Assist and have been postured
to support the flood-ravaged states to our north if
needed. We continue to offer value to the ADF and to
the Australian people.”

“As with all great units, our people remain our
greatest asset. To achieve this we have, by necessity,
become the exemplar for the Army total workforce
model. 2 Coy remains an integrated force element,
balanced between Full Time and Part Time
Commandos and enabling specialists with diverse
skills and qualifications and high levels of military
experience to provide the assurance to our senior
leaders and the people of Australia that when required
we can Strike Swiftly."

“We look forward to evolving the capability - there
is always more work to do. As a defence force serving
the nation, we face a far more competitive and
dynamic environment now than ever before. As a Coy
and unit, we are well positioned to continue to
contribute to defence’s capability.” 

“We appreciate the support given to us by those
seated here tonight. Through the lessons and
experiences provided by those who went before - we
share and revel in the camaraderie of belonging to one
of the finest and most proud units in the ADF," the OC
concluded.

Captain Don Bergman (L), General Sir
Philip Bennett (C) & Jane Davidson (R),

daughter of General Bennett,

COMMANDO FOR LIFE

It was planned as an amphibious raid exercise on
Portsea, but the treacherous Rip at the head of
Port Phillip Bay turned suddenly, sweeping

dozens of commandos off their crafts and leaving three
dead. It became one of Australia’s worst peacetime
military incidents and this Sunday marks 60 years since
the tragedy, and the heroism which saw 74 specialist
soldiers fight to save their mates and the civilian rescue
effort launched in response.

Pte Neville Birch was a few months shy of his 18th

birthday when he found himself battling waves up to
10 metres, thrown from his two-man army kayak and
being sucked out to Bass Strait with a “shirt full of
broken ribs”. The attack flotilla, made up of kayaks, two
amphibious DUKWs (‘Ducks’) and Zodiacs, had
become swamped after launching from Point Lonsdale
about 6 pm on February 17, 1960 when an unpredicted

strong southerly blew in and brought on a powerful
tide racing back through Port Phillip Heads. Neville
Birch, now 78, and his story from the night is typical of
the courage shown by the men of 2 Commando
Company and 41 Amphibious Platoon, together with
those who helped in the rescue effort, from the Italian
Ocean Liner Toscana, the pilot ship Akuna, a Queens -
cliff lifeboat and shark boat Acquilla, together with an
army tug and workboat.

Tragically, Pte Edward Meyer, Warrant Officer
George ‘Taffy’ Drakopoulos and Pte Roger Wood died
that night. An army DUKW picked up Mr Birch,
together with other men, but all were thrown out in the
raging seas, the young Private breaking his ribs in the
process. “I can still remember the headlights (of the
DUKW) looking up through the water, shining at us as
it was sinking,” Mr Birch said. Eight men were left

THREE COMMANDOS DIED 
By Mark Dunn

The Herald –Sun, Thursday 13 February 2020

February 17th this year marked the 60th anniversary of the 1960 annual camp exercise now known as the RIP
tragedy. It was marked by a commemorative dinner held on Friday, 14th February and by the annual service held
at Queenscliff on Sunday, 16th February.
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clinging to a 1metre lifebuoy, with Mr Birch helping pull
back ‘Taffy’ as he drifted away. Locking his arm through
Taffy’s flotation vest, he held his body for two hours or
more until rescue came some 6 kilometres into Bass
Strait, courtesy of the Akuna - but not before Pte Birch,
despite his injuries, swam to help bring in another
soldier struggling to stay afloat. “There were 30 foot

waves, it was unbelievable. As they were crashing on
us they were pushing us under the water” Mr Birch
said. The Commando raid on Point Nepean, known as
the Rip Exercise, and the loss of three lives, is com -
memorated with a memorial plaque at Shortlands Bluff,
Queenscliff, where a service will be held this Sunday,
February 16.

2 Commando Company RIP survivors
with General Bennett.

(L) WO2 George ‘Taffy’ Drakopoulos (2 Cdo Coy), PTE Edward Myer
(41 Amphibious Platoon) (C) and PTE Roger Wood (2 Cdo Coy) (R)

Killed in Training, 17 February 1960, The Rip Victoria.

COMMANDO FOR LIFE

BEN LEADS THE WAY
ACA VIC Wilsons Promontory Walk - March 2020

By Barry Higgins - ACA Vic

Numbers were again very meagre when
members tackled the Association’s tradi -
tional weekend hiking and camping trip at

Wilsons Prom, moved from its usual Australia Day
weekend to mid-March. His grandson, Ben Howard,
accompanied our hard working secretary, Glenn Mac -
Donald, winding down after the intense workload of
the RIP 60th anniversary observances in mid-February.
Barry Higgins and Keith Reynolds, whose father Doug
was a New Zealand WW2 Commando who trained at
the Prom, also joined in, with Peter Beasley a late
withdrawal for family reasons.

After the usual very enjoyable dinner on Friday
evening at the Fish Creek (The Fishy”) Hotel – a much
quieter dining room than in previous years - and the
overnight camp at Tidal River, the group set off for
Oberon Bay on Saturday morning in a cold cutting
breeze. Ben, aged nine, carried a backpack only
marginally smaller than Macca’s, and we were
impressed with Ben’s stamina, his pleasant manner and
his ability to encourage his grandpa when needed! 

After being told by Parks Vic staff there was water
in the tanks at Oberon Bay (they were empty!) we did
a 7km round trip to locate extra water, with 9-year old
Ben a tower of strength and supporting his “aged”
grandfather, Macca. We settled in for the evening and
in the absence of plentiful water reluctantly turned to
our alcohol supplies. Fortunately, the weather was
sunny for both days, with some overnight rain
Saturday night before the sun dawned again on
Sunday as we broke camp and prepared to walk out.

Coffee at the Tidal River store was a treat, where
Ben, hanging out for a sausage roll, felt extremely
lucky to obtain the second-last one! Morning tea was
trumped only by lunch back at the Fishy pub, where
we said our farewells and headed for home. With only
four members taking part this year, perhaps next
January we could stay at the Tidal River village in
cabins or a lodge, and do some of the short walks
around the area. There are some delightful walks, and
some great WW2 Commando history – still being
revealed – around Tidal River and Darby River. Perhaps
this is something for the committee to consider, as
more of a family weekend?

From Left – Barry Higgins, Ben Howard, Glenn MacDonald
and Keith Reynolds take a breather on their walk out

on Sunday morning.



Well, as they say “A plan is only current until
you walk out the door”. Same can be said
for our calendar of activities and events

for 2020.
With Anzac Day cancelled and fund raising events

placed into a holding pattern, we are focussing on
getting out in the great outdoors and having fun.

We held a Family Archery Day on the 22nd of March.  

Sophie, our youngest
participant, was the only
one who had tried
archery before. She was
also the only one to
score a bullseye on the
day! Well done Sophie!           

Top score for the day
went to Jason Murray
with a score of 192 from
ten targets.

It was great to have the family
participation. Sophie and Jason are
granddaughter and son of our Vice
President, Rob Murray, and there were
also three generations of the Freemans
also enjoying the day.

We have our Annual General Meet -
ing coming up on April 16th and a pistol
shoot planned for the 17th of May, then
a rifle shoot on the 21st of June. 

The ACAWA is continuing to promote the
“Remember the Fallen” campaign with merchandise
available for sale. We have the “Remember” polo shirt

with the embroidered Rising Sun on the back (80,000
stitches) and remember on the left breast.

We also have available a decanter and tumbler set
with the regimental badge melted into the glass of the
decanter and the ACA badge engraved into the back.
These are very impressive sets.

The polo shirts and the decanter and tumbler sets
can be ordered through Frank Lane on 0427 427 248.

This is the plan for the next three months. Stand by
for changes!!!

PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
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Introduction

1. While the Department of Defence, the Depart -
ment of Veterans’ Affairs, the Returned and
Services League, Legacy and other organisations
provide significant and valued support, they are
often unable to provide the range of support
initiatives required by soldiers and their families
due to the limiting parameters within which such
welfare organisations are authorised to operate;
administrative approval processes that delay
responsiveness; and the difficulty of identifying
situations of need and limited dispensable
resources. One significant gap in the support
other agencies can provide is the area of
educational support for the children of the soldiers
killed or seriously wounded on operations or in
training.

2. The Commando Welfare Trust (CWT) was estab -
lished in July 2010 as a perpetual trust for the
purpose of providing a qualifying person from
SOCOMD with financial relief when other
organisations cannot provide such assistance.
www.commandotrust.com

3. Units associated with the CWT are the 1st and 2nd

Commando Regiments, the Special Operations
Engineer Regiment, Special Operations Logistics
Squadron, the Parachute Training School, the 6th

Aviation Regiment and Special Operations HQ.  In
addition, any members of units providing support
to Commando operations or training are also
covered by the CWT - 4 Sqn RAAF Joint Terminal
Attack Controllers is a good example.

4. Nearly half of the fatalities suffered in the
Afghanistan conflict came from Special Operations
Command (SOCOMD) units. The vast majority of
those fatalities (16) came from units associated
with the CWT which significantly make up less than
2% of the total Australian Defence Force. In
addition, more than 50% of the total ADF
casualties have come from SOCOMD units with a
similar larger proportion from Commando units
and supporting elements.

5. In 2011 the CWT received a grant of $8,000,000
from the Federal Government. Prior to this the
SASR Trust had received $10,000,000 and later the
ADF Assistance Trust (since renamed The Bravery
Trust) received $14,000,000. The $8,000,000
Government grant has, by a deliberate decision of
the CWT Trustees been invested only in extremely
secure low-risk investment products (bonds and
cash) and therefore provides safe albeit modest

returns. This corpus will never be touched as the
CWT is a perpetual trust. In addition, the Trust has
raised and earned over $5,000,000 itself from
corporate and community sources. The Trust
continues to be creative in its fundraising whilst
adopting a conservative outlook as far as
investments are concerned.

6. Interest rates however are low and seemingly
staying that way for the foreseeable future. This is
causing the returns the CWT receives to diminish
at a time when the number of current serving
soldiers and former soldiers experiencing PTSD is
increasing, as is the collateral damage that is
experienced by the families of those members.
There is ongoing heavy demand for aid to both
families and members with a range of other
injuries. In addition, with possibly thousands of
organisations operating in Australia described as
“charities focussed on Veterans and families”
there also appears to be a climate of donor
fatigue. The CWT is the only charitable organi -
sation focussed purely on Commandos and their
supporting units.

7. The CWT has only two part-time employees.  The
Trustees are all honorary office holders who
receive no remuneration from the CWT and meet
all commitments including travel at their own cost.
The Trustees therefore are diligent in holding the
costs of administering the Trust to a bare
minimum. At the same time the Trustees have
approved over $2.0 million in financial support for
members and families of Commando and sup -
porting units, since formation just on nine years
ago.

8. In addition to the CWT is developing a small
group of companies (15-20) and individuals who
stand ready to assist members or former members
of the CWT units, and their families,  should the
worst happen. Despite the fact that in the main
combat operations have ceased, the effects of
multiple tours overseas are now taking their toll
and the emphasis is now not only on the education
of the children of those who lost their lives on
operations but as well those who are suffering
from the ravages of prolonged operations.

Beneficiary support

9. The CWT distributed over $0.35 Million in the last
Financial Year. The following is a brief overview of
the demographic of typical beneficiaries:

COMMANDO WELFARE TRUST 
March 2020 Report

MAJ Steve Pilmore, OAM, RFD (Retd.)
CWT Executive Officer & ACA National Vice President
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a. Children – The CWT is contributing partial
school fees for one child, full school fees for a
further 28 children ranging in ages from 6
through to 17 as well as  partial support for 6
young men and woman engaged in tertiary
studies. Further to this, each child attending
an educational institution receives a “return to
school” support payment in January each year
to assist with ongoing costs of education. The
CWT has also purchased several laptop
computers and other educational aids to study
for children undertaking secondary & tertiary
education. The Trust has assisted nearly 70
children of SOCOMD / Support veterans since
it commenced operations.

b. Widows – The CWT currently supports 11
widows by providing an annual Christmas pay -
ment for 29 dependent children as well as
occasional assistance in funding reunion travel
to join grandparents in other States to allow a
respite for the widow. 

c. Members (current serving and separated) –
Noting that there are currently more than 200
serving members being medically managed
within CWT associated units and 21 of those
members are regarded as complex, it is
assessed that the Trust will be more heavily
relied upon in the near future. The Trust has
supported 11 serving or separated members
in the last 2 years, including paying recently for
one member’s funeral as well as the provision
of aids to rehabilitation that were not able to
be provided by DVA. 

10. The CWT is experiencing a steady increase in
support requests and given the number of
members currently being medically managed,
many of whom are suffering from PTSD and other
mental injuries, the CWT must continue to grow
the available funds to ensure a continued and
appropriate level of support, without reducing
support to current beneficiaries. 

11. The CWT is endeavouring to work in tandem with
both Government and Ex Service Organisations
and charities to attempt to limit wasteful use of
resources and needless duplication of effort.
How ever despite this ongoing initiative, it is
apparent that the CWT Trustees will need a corpus
of approximately $15-16m to ensure their future
ability to provide the necessary ongoing support
to the families of those already identified as bene -
fi ciaries, as well as those members who succumb
to the ravages of PTSD as the negative effects of
the multiple combat tours they experienced are
inevitably realised.

12.  Should you as an organisation or an individual,
wish to assist the CWT Trustees in their work with
Commando units and or support elements
families, please don’t hesitate to contact me on
the details below and we will prepare a personal
response to your enquiry.

Commando 4 Life
Steve Pilmore 

Trust Executive Officer 
Commando Welfare Trust

M: 0418 314 940
E: steve.pilmore@commandotrust.com 

COMMANDO FOR LIFE

Replacement for Medals
for those Lost or Destroyed

From dva.gov.au/newsroom 04 March 2020

Current and ex-serving members of the Aust -
ralian Defence Force are entitled to one
replace ment set of medals. Holders of a

deceased family member’s medals are also entitled to
receive one replace ment set, provided that replace -
ments have not already been issued. Even if you do
not know exactly what medals were lost or damaged,
as long as you have the original recipient’s full name
and date of birth, Defence can fulfil the request.

To apply for replacement medals, please visit
www.defence.gov.au/medals and complete the
Defence Medals Online Application Form, selecting
Replacement Medals as the applica tion type.

Replacement medals cannot be issued if any
compensation for their loss or damage has already
been received via insurance claims. You can buy

replica medals from a range of sources such as coin
and medal dealers.



At some point in their career, all ADF members will
leave the military and transition to civilian life. It’s a
significant decision that can involve your family.
Planning early will make sure you’re informed and
ready to enter the next phase of your life.

You must complete your transition with ADF
Transition Support Services so you understand the
process, your administrative requirements, and the
support available to you. We encouage you to involve
your family throughout your transition experience.

Transition support network
Transitioning to civilian life is a shared responsibility.

When you decide to leave the ADF you should engage
with your family, your Unit, and ADF Transition Support
Services.

Your Unit can speak to you about the transition
process and connect you with your local ADF Transition
Centre. Your Centre will introduce you to a Transition
Support Officer who will help you and your family
through the transition process and:

• provide you with an individual transition plan
• offer career coaching during your transition and

up to 12 months afterwards
• help you meet your administrative requirements
• help you leave with all documentation like

service, medical, and training records
• facilitate connections to Defence and govern -

ment support services

ADF Transition Seminar
You and your family can attend an ADF Transition

Serminar at any time during your ADF career to help
you prepare for your transition. Seminars are held

nationally throughout the year. You’ll receive
information from Defence and other organisaitons on
topics like finance and superannuation, health,
relocating, employment, and ex-service organisation
support.

ADF Member and Family Transition Guide
The ADF Member and Family Transition Guide – A

Practical Manual to Transitioning contains detailed
information on the transition process for ADF
members. The Guidce includes information on support
services and administrative reuqirement. It includes
checklists to help you navigate transition process.

Leaving the ADF
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The Positive Relationship between
Physical Activity and PTSD

Exercise has a positive clinical
effect on depressive symptoms and
may be as effective as psychological
or pharmaceutical therapies for some
individuals with PTSD. Rosebaum et
al, 2014 suggests Physical
activity/exercise is a highly effective
method in reducing symptoms of
depression and for people
experiencing other mental health
disorders.

Evidence demonstrates that an
appropriate exercise intervention can
achieve significant benefits to
symptoms, depression, anxiety and
stress, changes in body shape and
sedentary time associated with
PTSD, and non-significant trends for
sleep quality improvement according
to Rosenbaum, 2013. 

The associated symptoms and the
improvements may be related to
psychosocial benefits of the
intervention, rather than functional
capacity, but there is also a strong
empirical (observational) link
between improvements in functional
capacity and psychological status
according to the author, 2016.

People with PTSD are four times as
likely to have type 2 diabetes
(Lukaschek et al, 2013) and rates of
overweight and obesity are as high
as 92%. To add to these statistics,
suffers of PTSD  are shown to be
less physically active due to a
number of factors including pain,
dysfunctional and general lack of
desire or both, according Boscarino
et al, 2004.

Adding some form of regular
physical activity can have a
significant effect on a sufferer of
PTSD. It’s important to note, the type
of activity doesn’t matter, what
matters is that the person is moving
and also having fun doing it. If you
would like to become physically
active again and help to combat
some of your PTSD related
symptoms then please consult your
GP and discuss your options for
referral to another health care
professional (exercise physiologist or
physiotherapist) for help with your
other associated or co-morbid
conditions ie lower back pain,
arthritis and or obesity. 
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The Novel COVID-19 Crisis

This is a special COVID-19 edition of e-news.
DVA is committed to keeping the veteran
community and the Australian public informed

as this crisis evolves. Between editions of e-news and
Vetaffairs, you can check the DVA website, including the
Latest News for Veterans page. Please share this in -
forma tion with anyone you think might find it useful.

Please send this onto your mates for widest dis semi -
nation, as there are benefits for veterans and their
families. In addition, it is suggested to contact the
Secretary of the Australian Commando Association (Jack
Thurgar), should you wish to discuss any assistance that
is outside of the Departmental Policy. Jack will advise
you who to contact accordingly.

COVID-19 and the Veteran Community
DVA has a Pandemic Business Continuity Plan in

place to ensure that critical support and services remain
available to the veteran community throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic. We are closely monitoring the
Government’s response and health advice and will
adapt our planning accordingly. DVA’s number one
priority is the health and wellbeing of Australia’s veteran
community. Read more on the DVA website.

Services at DVA VAN Offices - 23 March 2020
For the safety of both staff and the veteran com -

munity there will be some changes to the provision of
face to face services at DVA VAN offices. These changes
include restrictions on who will be allowed to access
DVA premises. These restrictions align with the Aust -
ralian Government’s advice to all Australians.  

The veteran community is advised not to enter a
VAN office if they:
• have returned from overseas within the last two

weeks
• have had close contact with someone suffering from

the COVID-19 coronavirus
• are feeling unwell.

Staff in VAN offices are following strict social dis -
tancing and personal hygiene practices. 

Although VAN offices remain open at the present
time, the situation is very unpredictable and this may
change as circumstances change. We recommend that
you do not attend a VAN office unless the enquiry is
urgent and it is absolutely necessary to undertake busi -
ness face to face. We do not want vulnerable members
of the veteran community travelling to VAN offices.
Members of the veteran community who require assist -
ance should call 1800 555 254 or lodge an online
enquiry.

Coping with the COVID-19 
Dr Stephanie Hodson, CSC, National Manager of

Open Arms – Veterans & Families Counselling looks at

how to channel anxiety into positive actions. Across
Australia, people are feeling anxious, which is a
completely normal reaction to the uncertainty around
the impacts of COVID-19. Importantly, as long as it does
not become overwhelming, this anxiety can be chan -
nelled into positive actions to help us cope and maintain
our wellbeing.  Key at this time is looking after ourselves
and those around us. It is especially important to check
in with people who have an existing mental health issue.
If anxiety becomes overwhelming, it can lead to feelings
of hopelessness and depression. Thankfully, there are
actions we can all take to strengthen personal wellbeing
and assist others. Remember these are not new skills for
veterans and their families. Service members and
families face change and challenges throughout their
service career. This is about refocusing coping strategies
to face a new challenge.

Coping with uncertainty
There are strategies we can all use to strengthen our

resilience and maintain our mental health, including:
Get the facts
• Get your information from reliable sources such

as the Department of Health website. 
• Balance your exposure to media. Constant

expo sure to stories about the virus feeds anxiety
and feelings of lack of control. It is important to
stay informed but this needs to be balanced.

Stay connected
The need to practise social distancing or social

isolation does not mean we cannot strengthen our
connections to our support network.
• Set up a regular time to virtually connect with

family and friends.
• Write a letter, email or share photos.
Identify individuals to support you.
• RedSix is an app for veterans that allows you to

identify and link to ’Battle-buddies’ to support
you.

If you are feeling anxious and need to talk, call the
24/7 Open Arms support line on 1800 011 046.
There will always be someone to talk to. Maintain
your wellbeing.
Protect yourself by washing your hands and prac -
tising social distancing. Set goals to achieve some -
thing meaningful each day. It is OK to do activities
you enjoy, as long as they comply with Government
restrictions:
• Phone or FaceTime a friend to provide emotional

support.
• Work on those goals you never have time for –

sort photos, read a book, and learn something
new. 

Exercise is a quick and effective way to distract your -
self from negative thoughts and to manage emotions
like anxiety or depression. 

ACA VETERANS ADVOCACY UPDATE
Mr Paul Copeland, OAM. JP. - ACA Veteran Advocacy Advisor 
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• Go for a walk, run or join a virtual yoga class. Be
prepared and make a plan. Visit the: High Res
website.

Calming your emotions through relaxation activities
enable us to think more clearly and work through
challenges.
• The Open Arms High Res website has a number

of relaxation tools including: controlled breath -
ing, grounding and muscle relaxation.

Practise kindness and gratitude:
• Take the time to thank people who are keeping

our essential services operating, including in our
supermarkets, our health staff, and our ex-service
com munity, which is continuing to work to sup -
port our veterans and their families.

• Share resources.
• Do not refer to people as ‘COVID-19 cases’. They

are ‘people who have COVID-19’.
• Take time to read the stories of people assisting

each other, promoting hope or assisting others to
cope.

If you are struggling to use these strategies it can
help to talk to someone. You can call Open Arms
24/7 on 1800 011 064. We’re happy to have a chat
about the different hints and ideas that might work
for you.

DSH Insurance & COVID-19
During this extraordinary time with COVID-19, DSH

Insurance has put in place mechanisms to help protect
you and our wider community. As part of how we do
business, if it is necessary for our providers to attend
your home to undertake repairs or assess damage, we
will first ask you a range of questions regarding the
health of your household. This will be part of our initial
triage of any claims lodged.

Questions will include if any members of your
household are currently under any periods of isolation or
quarantine and if you or any family members have
recently returned from overseas. If you answer yes to
any of these questions, we will put in place a plan for
your claim/repair(s) to proceed. We have confirmed with
our providers that they are following the Government’s
directions in regards to social distancing and self-
isolation and will check with you to see if you have any
concerns around our providers attending your property.
Asking these questions will help us protect you and our
wider community in these times of uncertainty. For more
information go to our website: www.dsh.gov.au

Open Arms – Veterans & Families Counselling
(Formally VVCS) 

Open Arms is open for business. If you are feeling
unwell, or have concerns about the spread of COVID-
19, call us on 1800 011 046 and we’ll reschedule your
appointment or discuss options for conducting your
session via telephone or video conferencing.

Economic Support Payments 
On 12 March, the Australian Government announced

a $17.6 billion stimulus package. On 22 March, the
Government released the second stage of its economic
plan to cushion the economic impact of the coronavirus
and help build a bridge to recovery.

First Payment 
On 12 March, the Australian Government announced

a $17.6 billion stimulus package, including a one-off
$750 payment to those who receive certain DVA
benefits, including:
• Service Pension, Partner Service Pension, Income

Sup  port Supplement or Veteran Payment
• Disability Pension
• Special Rate Disability pension
• Permanent Impairment compensation
• War Widow(er)’s Pension or Wholly Dependent

Partner payment
• Gold Cards, Commonwealth Seniors Health Cards

and Pensioner Concession Cards 
• DVA Education Schemes, where recipients are aged

16 and over
• Age or Wife Pension paid by DVA.

These payments will be made automatically to
eligible people’s nominated bank accounts from 31
March 2020 to people who will have been on one of the
eligible payments any time between 12 March 2020 and
13 April 2020.  

There is no need to lodge a claim, but you should
ensure that DVA has your correct bank details and
address. To make sure your details are correct, log in to
MyService or call DVA on 1800 555 254.

Second Payment 
On 22 March, the Government released the second

stage of its economic plan to cushion the economic
impact of the coronavirus and help build a bridge to
recovery. In addition to the first stimulus payment, the
Government will provide a further $750 payment to
social security recipients and those receiving the above
DVA benefits. However, it will not be payable to those
who receive the Coronavirus supplement, which is an
additional $550 per fortnight on top of social security
payments such as JobSeeker Payment. This second pay -
ment will be made automatically from 13 July 2020. 

Please routinely check www.dva.gov.au for up to
date information on the stimulus payments.

Deeming Rate Reduction 
Clients who receive income support payments from

DVA will soon benefit from changes to the way financial
assets are assessed, thanks to changes to deeming
rates. Financial assets include bank accounts, shares and
managed funds. A financial asset is deemed to earn a
set rate of return, regardless of how much interest a
financial asset actually earns. Deeming rates are set by
the Minister for Social Services. On 22 March, the Prime
Minister Scott Morrison announced a second cut to
deeming rates. This will mean that the deeming rate will
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decrease from 1.0% to 0.25% for financial investments
up to $51,800 for singles and $86,200 for couples. It will
be cut from 3.0% to 2.25% for investments over these
amounts. For example, if you have a bank account with
a balance of $5,000, it is currently deemed to earn 1.0%
interest. It will soon be deemed to earn 0.25% interest,
reducing your assessed income and potentially in -
creasing your pension amount. The deeming rates re -
duction takes effect from 1 May 2020. You don’t need to
do anything. If you have deemed income, DVA will auto -
matically apply the new deeming rates. Clients who
receive income support payments from DVA will soon
benefit from changes to the way financial assets are
assessed, thanks to changes to deeming rates.

Telehealth & Medicine Delivery
On 13 March 2020, the Australian Government

announced temporary arrangements to allow some
health and medical services such as those provided by
general practitioners, medical specialists and mental
health professionals, to be delivered by telephone or
videoconferencing instead of face-to-face. This new
measure, which also applies to veterans under DVA
payment arrangements, will allow people to access
essential health services in their home while they
undergo self-isolation or are identified as being part of
a vulnerable patient group. Currently, these ‘telehealth’
services are available to vulnerable people including
those who are isolating themselves at home on the
advice of a medical practitioner: people aged over 70;
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people aged over
50; and people with chronic health conditions or who
are immunocompromised. 

As part of the same announcement, the Australian
Government confirmed that these vulnerable people,
including eligible members of the veteran community,
will soon be able to order their Pharmaceutical Benefits
Scheme (PBS) and Repatriation Pharmaceutical Benefits
Scheme (RPBS) prescriptions remotely, and have their
medicines home-delivered to reduce their potential
expo sure to COVID-19. The Government is currently
working with pharmacies across Australian to roll out this
capability as quickly as possible. Further, older and at-
risk veterans, or those in self-isolation, can access shop -
ping provided via Veterans’ Home Care.

ANZAC Day 2020
Anzac Day remains an important day for Australians

to remember the fallen. With the cancellation of many
Anzac Day services around Australia and overseas it is
important that this Anzac Day we still reflect and
commemorate the service and sacrifice of the more than
102,000 Australians who have died in wars, conflicts and
peacekeeping operations. Australians are encouraged
to mark Anzac Day in their own way, but we encourage
you do so in a respectful and solemn manner. In doing
so, Australians should also follow current health advice,
which may mean holding private commemorations in
their home. 

One of the newest ways during this time is for people

to stand at the end of their driveways @ 0530hrs and
have a minute’s silence. The last post and reveille will be
played across the ABC at the appropriate time. 

From The Port Macquarie News - 25 March 2020
Support is growing for residents to embrace a

minute’s silence or a candle-lit vigil to mark this year's
Anzac Day.

The traditional dawn and morning services have
been cancelled due to the COVID-19 outbreak.

Clubs and hotels are also closed as part of the
shutdown of non-essential services announced by the
Federal Government. However sub-branches within the
local government area have thrown their support
behind the move to hold a vigil to coincide with the
dawn and morning services.

Residents are being asked to stand in their drive -
ways, verandahs or balconies, observing a minute’s
silence or holding a candle. Port Macquarie RSL Sub-
Branch President and OAM, Greg Laird, has backed the
calls.

"I think it is a wonderful and lovely way to honour
Anzac Day," he said. "The driveway or verandah vigil is
just a fantastic concept. "We would certainly urge
people to support the idea," he said. "Our Sub-Branch
also encourages everyone who normally lays a wreath
to still go down to the cenotaph too. "I understand that
the last post and reveille will be played on ABC radio at
the appropriate time." Mr Laird said he was acutely
aware that people should not congregate at the ceno -
taph. He encouraged people to place a wreath or visit
their local cenotaph throughout the day. "People are
really going to miss not being able to commemorate
Anzac Day," he said. "It is a big part of our lives and that
is obvious from the large attendances we get in Port
Macquarie for both the dawn and morning services.
"They will feel a bit lost, not being able to attend. "It is
actually quite sad," he said.

Confidentiality In AAT Hearings (Protected Identity)
There have been a number of Cases at the Adminis -

trative Appeals Tribunal (AAT), where former serving
Special Operations Forces soldiers have not known that
they were able to Protect their Identity at AAT Hearings.

The method to have your Identity Protected due to
your current or former career, is to simply request that
your Advocate submits to the AAT a Notice Requesting
Protection of Identity, which is within section 35 of the
AAT Act 1975. Within s35, sub-section (2) allows for a
private (confidential) hearing, as all AAT Hearings are
normally Public Hearings (s35(1)). An example is a
matter that I was assisting in the ‘WFLT’ and the Military
Rehabilitation Compensation Commission (MRCC)
[2016] AATA 1072 22 December 2016, which was a
matter for a former Commando seeking Special Forces
Disability Allowance (SFDA), to be included in his Week -
ly Earnings for the purposes of Incapacity Pay ments (IP)
under the Military Rehabilitation & Compensation Act
2004 (MRCA).  The Veteran was successful in this matter.
Sub-sections 35(3), 35(4), and 35(5); allows for Orders for
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non-publication or non-disclosure for a range of
conditions. These provisions may be used, particularly if
there is a degree of secrecy behind the matter to be
heard. An example that I have had personal involve ment
has been Signals Intelligence Operators, who had to
describe their target and circumstances relating to their
condition.

Fo r  f u r the r  i n fo r mat ion  v i s i t  t he  l i nk :
https://www.aat.gov.au/about-the-aat/learn-more/what-
confidentiality-requirements-apply-to-aat-dec

Commissioner for Suicide Prevention established
On the 5th of February 2020, the Prime Minister, Mr

Scott Morrison, announced that as a result of long-term
lobbying by various veteran groups and individuals, the
Government will appoint a Suicide Commissioner for
Defence and those clients of The Department of
Veterans’ Affairs.

The Priority of Tasks for this Commissioner will be:
• The commissioner will look at ways to curb the

suicide rate among current and former personnel
• The first job will be to review more than 400

known veteran suicide cases
• The commissioner will deliver a report to Parlia -

ment within 12 months
Minister for Veterans and Defence Personnel, Darren

Chester, said the commissioner would deliver a report to
Parliament within 12 months.

"This will be a transparent report directly to the
Parliament on an annual basis on suicides within the
defence and veteran community, including an update
on the implementation and evaluation of measures to
reduce suicide risk factors," he said. Family members
who have been impacted by veteran suicide will also get
an opportunity to tell their stories and receive ongoing
support if they choose to. Mr Morrison said the perma -
nent position will also have all the relevant powers to
compel witnesses and evidence and could also find
people in contempt if they failed to appear or comply
with investigations. Along with the position, Mr Mor -
rison said a Veteran Family Advocate would be estab -
lished within the Department of Veterans' Affairs to
represent families impacted. "I've heard much about
their frustrations and I think this advocate position will
be very important in supporting them," he said.

The Bushfire Crisis
When the Bushfire Crisis hit South Eastern Australia

late in 2019 and into early 2020, many communities
were affected.  We know of one former Commando who
was forced onto the beach at Mallacoota in Victoria, and
was providing many of us with hourly updates as to how
the disaster was unfolding in his hometown. Whilst many
of his mates were concerned, they were relieved when
he reported that he was safe, after the most perilous
danger was over. Needless to say, staying in touch
during disasters with your mates is a very important
lifeline that provides reassurance and support to a very
traumatic event. In the DVA E-News of 13th of March
2020, information was provided for Veterans and their

families of various services that is available to veterans
who have been affected by trauma and disaster.  Medals
that were lost in the disaster can be replaced by
Defence Honours and Awards. I highly recommend that
those affected visit the DVA Website as per the link
below. The bushfire crisis earlier in the year directly
affected more than 50,000 DVA clients. The department
implemented a range of measures to assist them. 

From the DVA Web Page 5 March 2020
The bushfire crisis earlier in the year directly affected
more than 50,000 DVA clients. DVA implemented a
range of measures to assist them including: a pause
on debt recovery, the provision of rent assistance or
crisis payments, and waiving the need for affected
veterans or their families to produce evidence to
submit new claims. We prioritised claims and reviews
where there was an increase or granting of pension
for impacted veterans, and members of the veteran
community could access the Australian Govern -
ment’s Disaster Recovery Payment. DVA identified
128 at-risk veterans managed within the Client
Support Framework, and reached out to make sure
they received the support they needed. We did our
best to support clients, whether it be through
medical assistance, finding accommodation, mental
health support, financial and insurance assistance or
help in cleaning up fire-affected properties.
In addition, the Government is providing $76 million
through the National Bushfire Recovery Fund for
mental health services and support. Many serving
Australian Defence Personnel, Reservists and
veterans used their unique skills in firefighting
activities and disaster recovery efforts. If you think we
could be of assistance to you, please get in touch on
1800 555 254 or generalenquiries@dva.gov.au.

Returning to your Home after the Bushfire
Your safety and the safety of your family should be

the main considerations in deciding when to return to
your home after a bushfire. Only return to your home
when it’s safe. It is a natural impulse to want to return
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home once a bushfire threat is over. However, fire
authori ties warn that it is crucial to wait for the official all-
clear. This information is available at evacuation centres
in your area and you can also check radio, television, or
online for status updates. 

Infrastructure such as roads, power lines, walls,
bridges and footpaths may have been destroyed or
damaged. Burning debris, fallen branches and trees are
also hazards, and emergency services may still be
working in the area. It is important that you at all times
consider the advice of emergency services. When you
return to your home you may find that the houses, sheds
and other buildings or structures burnt or damaged in
the bushfire can leave potential health hazards. These
may include fallen or sharp objects, smouldering coals,
and damaged electrical wires, leaking gas and weak -
ened walls. Your main water source such as tanks and
dams could be contaminated due to the bushfire so
please ensure you seek an alternative water source for
consumption.

Additional information is available at the following
websites:
• ‘Recovering from a bushfire’ page on the VIC

EMERGENCY website
• ‘Disaster assistance’ page on the NSW Office of

Emergency Management website
• ‘After a bushfire’ page of the WA Department of Fire

& Emergency Services website
• ‘Bushfire’ page of SA Government website

Lodging a Claim
The Defence Service Homes Insurance team is on

hand to help you lodge a claim. Please call us on 1300
552 662. You don’t need to have your policy number
with you; our main priority is to assist you. Assistance
during this difficult time. Do not overlook the trauma of
what you experience.

Open Arms – Veterans & Families Counselling is also
there help you, offering free & confidential counselling
to the veteran community on 1800 011 046. More
information is also available at:
• ‘Bushfires – Resilience & Recovery’ page on the

Open Arms website
• ‘Returning home after a bushfire’ page on the

Australian Red Cross website
• ‘Preparing to return home’ PDF on the Australian

Red Cross website

Always ask for RPBS Concession in your Scripts
Being a Veteran with a Gold Card, I can recall the

countless times that a Specialist or Health Care Pro -
fessional won’t realise that you actually have a bene ficial
Repatriation Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (RPBS).
When consulting with these Health Care Profes sionals,
be sure to remind them that you are a veteran and that
you are eligible for the RPBS (If you have the Gold Card).
If you have the White Card (Specific Treatment
Entitlement Card [STEC]); ensure your conditions are
covered for the specific Pharmaceuticals that relate to
your accepted condition or your Non-Liability Health

Care (NLHC) condition(s); which you may receive a
prescription for.  You will save money and the RPBS is
there for you.

Veteran Health Check Reminder
All ADF members who transition on or after 1 July

2019, and who have served at least one day of con -
tinuous full-time service, can access a com pre hen sive
fully-funded health assessment from their GP each year
for the first five years following transition.

New DVA Website
Launched on 4 March 2020, the new, easier-to-use

website is better designed for veterans and their
families. The new site provides information that is simple
to find and easy to understand. Our focus was to ensure
that all of our veteran community can quickly find the
information they need and work out what to do next,
such as how to make a claim or gain access to services
and support. The valuable feedback from the veteran
community told us our previous website was too
confusing and hard to navigate. We were told it was
designed for people who already knew about DVA
programs and services and didn’t focus on the needs of
the user. We listened, and with a clean look and feel the
website groups information under five themes: health
and treatment, financial support, civilian life, recognition
and providers. More than 200 of the most important or
popular pages have been completely rewritten to make
them easier to understand. Other information has been
transferred to the new website and will be reviewed and
updated over time. Most excitingly, we’ve improved the
search capability and introduced ‘Pat’ – a digital
assistant who can answer your questions and direct you
to the information you’re after. You might notice that our
factsheets have disappeared. By presenting this
information as normal pages on our website we have
made it more accessible and easier to read. You can still
print this information from the website if you would like
a hard copy. A website is never finished and the depart -
ment will continue to improve features and update the
information on the site. We encourage you to provide
feedback on your experience by using the feedback
button on the website. The changes to the website do
not affect MyService or the availability of existing forms. 

If you have any questions, please go to the
hyperlinks and locate the people to contact.  If there are
any questions relating to Veteran Entitlements, please
contact your State Branch or Paul Copeland on email:
aca_entitlements@commando.org.au 

Need to talk to someone? Don’t hesitate in con -
tacting Open Arms ASAP!  

P: 1800 011 046
Link: https://www.openarms.gov.au/ 

Paul Copeland, OAM. JP.
ACA Veterans Entitlements Advocate

Australian Commando Association
E: aca_entitlements@commando.org.au

Commando 4 Life
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Sergeant Brett Wood MG.
DSM. was born in Fern -
tree Gully, Victoria in

1978. He joined the Australian
Army in 1996 and after recruit and
initial employment training (IET)
he was posted to the 6th Bat talion,
The Royal Australian Regiment (6
RAR) in Brisbane. In 1998 then
PTE Wood successfully undertook
Commando Selection and Train -
ing and after completing the
Com mando reinforcement cycle
he was posted to Bravo Com -
mando Company, the then 4th

Battalion, The Royal Australian
Regi ment (Commando) (4 Com -
mando) in November of that same
year.

Brett had significant opera -
tional experience; his first deploy -
ment was on Operation Bel Isi II to Bougainville in
2000. In 2001 he deployed to East Timor on Operation
Tanager with Bravo Commando Company (BCC) and in
2003 to Iraq on Operation Falconer again with BCC as
part of the Special Operations Task Force (SOTF). After
his return from Iraq he successfully completed the
Advanced Close Quarter Battle (ACQB) Course for
service with Tactical Assault Group - East  (TAG-E) and
was deployed during Operation Scrummage (Rugby
World Cup 2003).

In 2006 Sergeant Wood deployed to Afghanistan as
part of the Special Operations Task Group (SOTG)
Rotation III (Rot III) with Delta Commando Company
(DCC). During this deployment he was awarded The
Medal for Gallantry (MG) (Australia’s third highest
award for valour), for leadership in action as a Team
Commander during this tour. He was also awarded the
Unit Citation For Gallantry (UCG) as a member of
SOTG Rot I, II and III. 

He rotated back on to TAG-E in 2007 as a SGT Team
Commander and became the Emergency Action (EA)
Commander for Land Assault Platoon. During this
rotation he deployed on Operation Deluge (APEC
Summit) in Sydney and was awarded the Special
Operations Commander – Australia, Commendation
for service with TAG-E. In 2008 he became instru -
mental in the raising of the Armed Response Protection
Team (ARPT) capability with in 4 Commando and
during that time deployed several times to Iraq &
Afghanistan to provide security to VIPs, dignitaries and
members of Parliament.  

In 2009 he again deployed to
Afghanistan on Rot X this time
with Charlie Commando Com -
pany (CCC) as a SGT Section
Com mander and again on Rot XV
in 2011 as a Platoon SGT again
with CCC. It was during this
deployment during a Counter
Narcotic Operation in support of
the Drug Enforcement Adminis -
tration (DEA) in Kesh Mesh Khan,
Helmand Province, Brett was
tragically Killed In Action as a
result of stepping on an Impro -
vised Explosive Device (IED)
whilst chasing up Taliban Insur -
gents on 23 May 2011. Brett’s
death shook the Regiment to its
core as he was considered to be
one of the most professional and
one of the best Commando SGTs

in the Regiment. Brett was buried at Rookwood Military
Cemetery in Sydney on the 3rd of June 2011 with full
military honours. At the service at St. Andrews Cathed -
ral in Sydney, Brett was Posthumously awarded the US
Military’s Meritorious Service Medal on behalf of the
Commander of US Forces in Afghanistan, General
David Petraeus. 

In 2012 Brett was (Posthumously) awarded the
Distinguished Service Medal (DSM) for leadership in
Action. SGT Wood has been awarded the following
decorations:
• Medal for Gallantry 
• Distinguished Service Medal
• Australian Active Service Medal 1975- with clasps:

East Timor, International Coalition Against
Terrorism (ICAT) and Iraq 2003

• Afghanistan Campaign Medal
• Iraq Campaign Medal
• Australian Service Medal 1975- with clasps:

Bougainville, Counter Terrorism/Special Recovery
• Defence Long Service Medal
• Australian Defence Medal
• United Nations Transitional Authority - East Timor

Medal
• NATO ISAF Medal; 
• US Meritorious Service Medal 
• Unit Citation for Gallantry
• Meritorious Unit Citation
• Special Operations Command Australia

Commendation
• Infantry Combat Badge.

IN FOCUS

SERGEANT BRETT MATHEW WOOD, MG. DSM. 
2nd Commando Regiment
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Citation For The Medal For Gallantry

To be awarded the medal for gallantry – Corporal Brett Mathew Wood

For gallantry and leadership in action as a Com mando Team Commander, of the Special
Operations Task Group – Task Force 637, whilst deployed on Operation SLIPPER Rotation
Three Afghanistan, May – September 2006.

Corporal Brett Mathew Wood enlisted in the Australian Regular Army on the 13th of
February 1996 and was allocated to the 6th Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment.  He later
successfully completed Com mando training and was posted to the 4th Bat talion, The Royal
Australian Regiment (Commando) in 1998. Corporal Wood’s operational experience in cludes
deployments on Operations BEL ISI, TANAGER, FALCONER and SLIPPER.

On the 17th of July 2006 during Operation PERTH, the Commando Platoon was tasked to
conduct the clearance of an Anti Coalition Militia sanctuary in the Chora Valley, Oruzgan
Province, Afghanistan. The Pla toon was partnered in support of an Infantry Company of the
United States Army 10th Mountain Division. At approximately 1 pm the Infantry Company
came under heavy rocket propelled grenade and small arms fire on multiple flanks resulting
in six wounded and one soldier killed in action, effectively halting their advance. Through
thick vegetation, facing large numbers of dispersed
Anti Coalition Militia and under heavy fire, the

Commando Platoon commenced manoeuv ring to provide assistance to
the element which was pinned down. During this move the Commando
Platoon received a volley of four rockets which impacted in the centre
of the platoon’s position resulting in six Aust ralian soldiers wounded in
action, a loss to the platoon by one third of its force. Unknown to the
Commander at the time, Corporal Wood had also been wounded in the
foot by fragmentation from the rocket propelled grenade barrage.

In order to regain the initiative, Corporal Wood’s team was tasked by
the Commando Platoon Com mander to assault forward and clear a
group of com pounds from which they were receiving Anti Coali tion
Militia fire. Under these daunting conditions Cor poral Wood com -
menced this task without hesita tion, completing a rapid and aggressive
clearance of numerous threat compounds. Once achieved, both the
United States and Australian elements were free to con tinue with the
battle providing the necessary time to effect the back loading of the
wounded by heli copter to the Forward Operating Base.

Throughout the afternoon, numerous and relentless probing attacks
by a determined opponent followed. Corporal Wood displayed extra -
ordinary leadership and courage, inspiring his team and the remainder
of the Commando platoon to repel the continued attacks.  He then
successfully led a marksmanship team to infiltrate the Anti Coalition
Militia held territory killing seven Anti Coalition Militia.  Only after the
engagement had been completed and the threat to the platoon
subsided did Corporal Wood inform his Commander of the frag -
mentation wound that he had sustained during the original contact
earlier that day.  Corporal Wood was then evacuated to the Casualty
Collection Point where he was provided with medical treatment and
later extracted.

Corporal Wood’s actions on the 17th of July 2006, as a Commando
Team Commander during Operation PERTH, were testament to his
leadership, fortitude and sense of duty to his team and the platoon. His
deter mination to continue to lead his team during the battle in
extremely hazardous circumstances despite being wounded ensured
that the Commando Platoon re gained the initiative and contributed
significantly to a decisive victory. His gallantry and leadership in the face
of the enemy has been of the highest order and in keeping with the
finest traditions of Special Operations Command Australia, the
Australian Army and the Aust ralian Defence Force.
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Much can be learnt from
native races, particu -
lar ly when it comes to

sur vival situations.
One such technique I

stumbled upon concerns the cooking of meat by the
Indians of the Great Plains.

The Great Plains are the 1,300,000 km2 area west
of the Mississippi River and east of the Rocky
Mountains in the US and Canada. It includes all of
Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota and
parts of Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Oklahoma,
Texas and Wyoming together with the southern
portions of Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan in
Canada.

In a place where wood was scarce (but American
bison or buffalo plentiful), the Plains Indians used
dried buffalo pats as fuel for their fires. Instead of
roasting meat over an open fire, they often used the
paunch (or stomach) of a buffalo to cook their meat.

The stomach, empty of its contents, was sus -
pended off the ground with sticks [although digging a
hole and placing the paunch in the ground would
work just as well] and the meat was sliced thinly then
placed in water in the stomach. Hot rocks from the fire
were then introduced into the liquid, cooking the
meat and making a rich and nutritious soup.
Vegetables could be added to make the meal even
more wholesome.

This technique would work with any ruminant.
Ruminants are even-toed ungulate, or hoofed,
mammals that are able to acquire nutrients from
plant-based food by fermenting it in a specialised
stomach (4 chambers) prior to digestion, primarily
through micro bial actions. The process, which takes
place in the front part of the digestion system usually
requires the fermented ingesta (or cud) to be

regurgitated and chewed again. The word “ruminant”
comes from the Latin ruminare, which means to chew
again.

There are roughly 200 species of ruminants
(domestic and wild) and the family includes cattle,
goats, sheep, antelopes, deer, giraffes, yaks and some
macropods (kangaroos and wallabies).

As an added bonus, at the end of the meal the
cooking utensil could be eaten, instead of having to
be washed up.

About the Author:
I currently reside in a former Fire Station in Sawtell,

on the NSW mid-north coast. I began the first of MY
many careers working on a mixed cattle and sheep
station at 15 years of age. After a few other roles,
including oil exploration, I ended up working for 3½
years in a slaughterhouse that processed 19,200
sheep a day, several hundred cattle and pigs. I was
primarily a Tally Boner boning cattle, sheep and veal.
MY nickname was ‘Danger Man’ after the 1960’s TV
program about a secret agent, not because I was a
spy but because he was dangerous to work near,
accidentally cutting one or two of his colleagues with
his razor-sharp knives. In the summer months, I
worked in the ‘Sticking Pens’ where each pen cut
3,200 sheeps’ throats a day with an upwards cut and
downwards dab that severed the spinal cord and
brought instantaneous death.

I believe in aging the red meats (beef, venison etc)
for extended periods and recently served ‘Rotten
Roast Beef’ (aged 24 days in the fridge before
cooking) to another aficionado – both survived! 

Martin has always had a keen interest in survival
training and the processing of animals. In his view,
Unit brother Col Scott, is one of the finest survival
training instructors he has ever known.

SURVIVAL TRAINING INDIAN STYLE:  
IF YOU HAVE THE STOMACH FOR IT!

by Martin Blandy, ACA NSW  

Approximate size of The Great Plains

An American Bison or Buffalo
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Les ‘Tas’ Baillie was a Coastwatcher and the best
mate of mine (Jim Burrowes) during and after
World War II. In the article below, Tas outlines

his experiences as a Coastwatcher. Sadly, Les passed
away in 1997.

Beginnings of a Coastwatcher
I travelled from Melbourne to Cairns by train, pick -

ing up another signaller from the course [we had just
attended at the Melbourne Technical College, concen -
trating on the ATR4 radio] L.G. Siffleet who was
beheaded by the Japanese just over 12 months later
and a Javanese naval rating….

Not long after my arrival in Cairns I was allocated to
Locust Party to operate behind enemy lines in New
Guinea. Other members were the leader Lt. H.A.J.
Fryer, Lt. H. Aiken, and Lt. G. Black. A while later, Sig.
L.G. Siffleet was added to a Dutch party code named
‘Whiting’…. My time at the ‘House on the Hill’ in Cairns
until 10th December 1942 was spent as a wireless
operator working regular shifts and preparing the radio
equipment to be transported by native carriers in New
Guinea. Included in the tasks was the calculation and
cutting of the aerial to be used with the transmitter. I
also had to mix the oil and petrol to be used by the two
stroke battery charger.

Both parties left Cairns by train to Townsville on
10th December 1942 and embarked on the troopship
‘Duntroon’ for Port Moresby and arrived there on 23rd
December 1942. During our time there the Japs raided
the town twice by air on Christmas and New Year’s Eve.

New Guinea 
Although the area to be covered by the two parties

extended from Hollandia to Wewak, because of the
war situation at the time it was only possible to get to
air transport as far as Bena Bena, about one day’s walk
from Goroka. Bena Bena has since disappeared from
the maps but Garoka has developed into a town. The
two parties arrived at Bena Bena on the 17 January
1943 and began the long trek the next day along a
track that had only been opened up ten years before in
1933 by Europeans. The going was quite good and we
reached Mt Hagen, the last outpost, after about a
week. After Mt Hagen the trail to Wabag was much
more difficult and, as far as I can recollect, about a two
day journey crossing the mountains at 10,000 feet. I
cannot forget the date of our arrival at Wabag as it was
my 20th birthday, 5th February 1943, and I spent a
most miserable day walking with an unknown tropical
fever.

From Wabag to the Sepik River the area was largely
unexplored, and uninhabited except for a small
settlement one day’s walk from Wabag. The conditions
for movement past this point were most difficult:
extremely muddy steep ascents followed immediately
after by worst descents. After walking for 8 hours a day
very little distance would be travelled in a straight line.
A little over half way we met a party of civilians who
were endeavouring to make their way to Mt Hagen
after fleeing from Wewak after the Japs landed there
about Christmas time 1942. Two of their number, a
miner named McGregor and a Chinaman named Ah
Soong, decided to throw in their lot with us and come
back.

Finally, after what seemed an age, we reached one
of the tributaries of the Sepik and were able to use the
launch for a short time which the party from Wewak
had used. From Wabag, because of conditions under
which we travelled, both parties travelled inde pen -
dent ly. It was quite a task moving all the gear across
such terrible country. More civilians were met up with
and instructions given which enabled them to find their
way back to Mt Hagen and safety although their
location and the presence of both our parties were
passed on to the Japs by a German missionary with the
result that enemy patrol activity in the area increased.

Early in March 1943 changes in the war situation
resulted in the need for urgent information of the Jap
forces in the Wewak area. By now the position as
regards air transport had improved and a party of 4
under the command of Lt. L. Ashton plus 4 natives was
landed in the Sepik River by Catalina. They managed
to penetrate to within 20 miles of Wewak before
deciding to withdraw back to the Sepik because of the

THE TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS
OF A COASTWATCHING MISSION  

By Les ‘Tas’ Baillie - M Special Unit (Coastwatchers)
Foreword by Jim Burrowes - M Special Unit (Coastwatchers)  

Coastwatchers at Tol, including Les Baillie (front right)
and Jim Burrowes (front centre).
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hostility of the local natives who were informing the
Japs of their movements. They had only travelled a day
when they were surprised by a strong Jap patrol as
they rested in a native hut. Escaping by the back door
they fled into the surrounding bush, one member
becoming separated. The decision of all was the same
– make it back to the Sepik.

News reached us that one of our parties was in
trouble and also that there was an ANGAU (Australian
New Guinea Administration Unit) patrol operating in
the area. Lt. Fryer and myself (not Lt. Black as stated by
Commander Eric Feldt in his book The Coast Watchers)
left the others and travelled quickly in an endeavour to
reach our comrades. From another German missionary,
a Father Hansen, who was subsequently executed, we
learnt of the whereabouts of the Ashton party who by
this time had been reunited.

We located them sheltering in a native village at
nightfall a couple of days later, most relieved that is
was a friendly patrol. After advising Port Moresby they
we’re alright, we handed them over to the ANGAU
patrol which arrived later and we later arranged for
their evacuation together with the miner McGregor
who, as a First World War veteran, was finding the
going too tough and our rations too sparse.

By this time it was the end of April and it was
particularly galling to find that while we were slogging
our way across what was probably the most difficult
terrain and virtually unexplored territory in New
Guinea, two parties had been landed by Catalina in a
journey of a few hours that had taken us three months
to cover. It was decided that we should push on with
the original intention of conveying the Dutch party to
the border of Papua/New Guinea and Dutch New
Guinea to operate in the Hollandia area. We found the

travelling conditions much better after crossing the
mountains and reaching one of the tributaries of the
Sepik. Travel by foot was easier than we had
experienced apart from the track from Bena Bena to Mt
Hagen at the beginning. We had the use of a launch for
a while and we were able to travel a considerable
distance by native canoe reaching Lumi in the southern
foothills of the Terricelli Mountains on 10th June 1943.

It was at Lumi where further supplies were dropped
including an ATR4 transceiver using a dry battery as a
power source as a backup should the rather unreliable
battery charger pack up or we could not get the rather
necessary fuel supplies. We were able to rest after the
long arduous journey during the course of which I had
suffered several bouts of malaria. On 7 July 1943 both
parties set out from Lumi, the Dutch party moving west
towards Hollandia and the party I was with eastward
toward the Wewak area, our original destination.

During this period, the natives we encountered
were becoming more hostile, threatening to inform the
Japs of our presence. It was becoming extremely
difficult to recruit carriers to transport our supplies,
radio equipment including battery charger plus fuel,
from village to village. We only had a small number of
carriers who had come with us from the highlands. In
order to improve our mobility, much to my relief, it was
decided to dump the original wireless equipment and
battery charger in favour of the ATR4 which worked
quite well except for one occasion when there was a
short in the battery lead and every valve was blown. It
was a painstaking job to transfer the separate wires
from a spare lead which was meant to be used with
individual batteries to the plug from the old lead.
There was no margin for error as I only had one spare
set of valves.

Tension in the area had increased because of the
threat of Jap reprisals, Fryer and Aiken were attacked
by pro-Jap natives in a village, the Dutch party met
with disaster and Jap patrol activity increased. I was
struck down at this time with a fever which I suspect
was Dengue. I was in a feverish state for 9 days only
leaving my bed to make my daily call to Port Moresby.
Fortunately, on the 10th day the fever had gone as two
old natives, communicating by sign language, told us
that a Jap patrol was coming. We immediately broke
camp and quit the area.

Les ‘Tas’ Baillie
(Photo by LT Jack Fryer with thanks to Dave Morgan).

Tas Baillie charging batteries at Lumi, 8 July 1943.
(Photo by LT Jack Fryer with thanks to Dave Morgan).
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In order to give us and a F.E.L.O. (Far East Liaison
Office) operator in the West Sepik some measure of
protection it was decided to land a force of 75 about
200 miles from its mouth. Unfortunately, the site
selected could be reached by barge with the resultant
Jap attack which was beaten off. Aiken and I were in
the camp waiting to be evacuated back to Port
Moresby when it was bombed and strafed by two Jap
planes. I was extremely lucky as a burst of machine gun
fire hit the track in front of me flinging mud back in my
face. A few days later we were picked up by Catalina
flying boat and flown back to Port Moresby on 10th
December 1943. I arrived home on leave on 23rd
December. I might add at this stage that for my service
I was Mentioned in Despatches (Commonwealth
Gazette 6 March 1947).

Return to New Guinea 
On returning from Leave I spent two months at the

Allied Intelligence Bureau (AIB) training camp near
Beaudesert, Queensland before leaving on 17 March
1944 by Catalina with an officer and two other Signals
Sergeants to fly to a Dutch camp on the Idenberg River
some miles south of Hollandia. Our purpose was to
establish a radio station to relay messages from an AIB
party to be landed by submarine prior to the American
landing.

The hygiene con -
ditions at this camp
were abysmal and the
food terrible. At one
stage dysentery raged
through the camp and I
was the only one of our
party not afflicted,
although I now have no
doubt that it was at this
time I was infected but
it did not cause dysen -
tery. Positive tests for
amoebic dysentery did
not show up until Nov -
em ber 1952. My time
on the Idenberg River
was spent on routine
wireless operator duties
working to a F.E.L.O.
patrol which landed on the Catalina with us and waiting
to establish contact with the party to be landed on the
coast, which again turned out to be a disaster in the
Hollandia area with 5 out of the 11 who landed being
killed.

Sometime after the American landing on 21st April
1944 we were flown out to Hollandia where I was
interviewed by an intelligence officer investigating the
execution of Sgt. Siffleet. From there I was flown to
Nadzab where I worked as a wireless operator for 4
months before having a short stint at our radio station
on Biak Island. During my time at Nadzab, I had a

number of bouts of fever, on one occasion spending a
week in hospital. The last part of 1944 and early 1945 I
spent at our station at Madang under quite good
conditions as regards to climate and food, as a
consequence of which my health improved markedly.

New Britain & Wars End
After leave in February 1945 and a Signaller

Operating Procedure Course in March I was
despatched to Tol on New Britain with the purpose of
joining the party we had overlooking Rabaul. On arrival
at Tol I agreed to swap places with a wireless operator
I had served with at Madang and who had had no
operational experience. Again, at Tol the climate and
conditions were good.

Following the end of the war we were brought back
to Australia very quickly and on my return to Hobart in
November 1945 I was attached to the Unit Stores
Accounting Section to await discharge.

Unfortunately, because Malaria was looked upon as
similar to a cold or headache and could be treated by
self-medication, I did not seek any treatment from the
Repatriation Department until 1952. As the standard
treatment did not appear to be effective, I approached
a local GP who I knew was a Repat Doctor to see if I
could get the latest treatment for Malaria. He arranged
for me to be admitted to the Repat Hospital and the
Admitting Medical Officer, after hearing where I had
served, diagnosed Amoebic Dysentery which was
confirmed by path tests.

Fellow Coastwatcher, SGT Leonard
George (Len) Siffleet, was executed
on Aitape Beach, New Guinea, on
the afternoon of 24 October 1943.
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Background

In June 2010 the International Security Assistance
Force (ISAF) began Operation Hamkari as part of
an attempt to increase security around the

southern city of Kandahar, in Afghanistan. As part of the
operation Australian forces were tasked with conducting
a series of disruption operations in the Shah Wali Kot
district of northern Kandahar province. A five-day air -
mobile operation subsequently began in the second
week of June, targeting an insurgent stronghold, which
had been controlled by the Taliban since 1995. Forces
involved included the Australian Special Operations
Task Group and Afghan National Army units, supported
by United States Army helicopters from 1st Battalion,
101st Aviation Regiment, known as Task Force No Mercy.

The Battle
Alpha Commando Company Group from 2nd Com -

mando Regiment made the initial attack on 10 June,
and was later reinforced by a troop from the 2 Squad -
ron, Special Air Service Regiment (SASR) when it was
discovered that the insurgents were preparing a
counter-attack. Fighting was particularly intense on the
second day of the operation when insurgents fired upon
Australian and Afghan soldiers shortly after they
disembarked from their helicopters during an assault
into Tizak, with the engagement lasting for 13 hours.
After five days of fighting the surviving insurgents
withdrew from the area.

Following the operation, the ISAF stated that an
insurgent force numbering over 100 strong had been
defeated. The commander of Australian forces in the
Middle East, Major General John Cantwell, claimed that
the operation had "dealt a major blow to the insurgent
forces and their commanders and made a major and
direct contribution to ISAF security operations focused
on Kandahar province and its nearby districts" and

would also improve security in Urazghan province. The
Australian troops also captured large numbers of
weapons during the operation.

The Aftermath
The Australian Department of Defence claimed that

the operation resulted in the deaths of "a significant
number of insurgents" but did not provide a figure for
the number killed. One Australian soldier and an Afghan
soldier were wounded by gunfire during the operation
and several helicopters were damaged. An Afghan
civilian also approached the coalition troops seeking
medical assistance for a wound in his hand, but the
Australian Department of Defence stated that it was not
clear how he had received this injury. The ISAF stated
that no civilians were injured in the operation. As many
as 100 insurgents were believed to have been killed. 

Later, during further operations in the area on 21
June, three Australian Commandos PTE’s Tim Aplin, Ben
Chuck & Scott Palmer were killed when the US Army
UH-60 Blackhawk helicopter they were travelling in
crashed in northern Kandahar Province. One of the crew
of the helicopter also died, while another seven Aust -
ralians and a US crewman were seriously injured. In total
13 individual awards for bravery were made, while the
2nd Commando Regiment were awarded the Battle
Honour "Eastern Shah Wali Kot" for their actions. 

The Battle Honour  
The Battle Honour Eastern Shah Wali Kot is awarded

in due recognition of extraordinary heroism, exemplary
combat performance and the relentless destruction of a
highly trained and fanatical Taliban enemy of numerical
superiority within the extremely inhospitable region of
Eastern Shah Wali Kot, Afghanistan, during the period
May to June 2010.

The Citation For The Battle Honour
Eastern Shah Wali Kot

The Australian Special Operations Task Group Rota -
tion XII, which included combat elements from the 2nd

Special Air Service Squadron of the Special Air Service
Regiment, Alpha Company Commando Group from the
2nd Commando Regiment, and supported by the Inci -
dent Response Regiment and the United States 101st

Airborne Division, Task Force No Mercy, is awarded the
Battle Honour Eastern Shah Wali Kot in due recognition
of extraordinary heroism, exemplary combat per for -
mance and the relentless destruction of a highly trained
and fanatical Taliban enemy of numerical superiority
within the extremely inhospitable region of Eastern

THE BATTLE OF
EASTERN SHAH WALI KOT

10 – 14 JUNE 2010
Alpha Commando Company

2nd Commando Regiment

The Viking Head,
symbol of Alpha Cdo

Coy, 2nd Cdo Regt

500lb bomb dropped on Taliban Insurgent position
during the Battle.
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Shah Wali Kot, Afghanistan, during the period May to
June 2010. 

Tasked with a mission of vital operational importance
within Regional Command – South, and of strategic
significance for the International Security Assistance
Force, from May 2010 the Task Group conducted a
series of daring daylight helicopter-borne raids, deep
into enemy territory, to destabilise local insurgent
networks and to identify key Taliban leaders. Often
resulting in fierce engagements with the enemy, these
deadly shaping raids created fractures throughout the
command and control architecture of the Taliban. 

During the early hours of 10 June 2010, immediately
realising a tactical opportunity, Alpha Company
Commando Group audaciously established an attack by
fire position inside the insurgents’ strong hold of
Chenartu. Shortly after first light, the enemy surrounded
the commandos and employed sophisticated tactics in
an attempt to overrun the commando positions
throughout the day. Holding their exposed positions
doggedly under heavy and sustained attack, the
commandos, determined to regain the initiative,
launched several aggressive counter attacks against the
assaulting enemy. Surprised by the ferocity of the
commando response, combined with having lost
significant numbers of fighters, the enemy withdrew to
the village of Tizak to conduct deliberate planning for
the destruction of the isolated commando company. 

Receiving intelligence that a high level Taliban
commander had now been drawn to the village of Tizak,
a troop from the 2nd Special Air Service Squadron
deployed by helicopter to conduct a kill or capture
mission on the morning of 11 June 2010. Upon landing
in Tizak, the troop was immediately engaged by a
maelstrom of small arms fire and a stream of rocket-
propelled grenades from insurgents in the village and
the surrounding high ground, resulting in two friendlies
being wounded in action and four helicopters
sustaining battle damage. Despite being outnumbered
four to one and suppressed under a hail of machine gun

fire, the troop inched forward until they were again
checked and fixed by the interlocking fire of three
machine guns. Drawing on the deepest reserves of
collective courage, combined with notable acts of
individual valour and gallantry, the initiative was
regained, allowing a subsequent break-in of the
enemy’s defensive position. Exploiting a tenuous
tactical foothold, the troop unflinchingly cleared the
remaining depth positions in close-quarter combat
throughout the remainder of the day while being
relentlessly supported by U.S. AH-64 Apache
helicopters from Task Force No Mercy. At the
conclusion of the battle, late on the evening of 14 June
2010, a significant number of high-level Taliban
commanders, a significant and disproportionate
number of enemy fighters were killed, and the
remaining enemy were routed and fled from the region. 

The extraordinary heroism and exemplary combat
performance displayed during the Shah Wali Kot
Offensive resulted in a major enemy supply line from
Pakistan into Kandahar being destroyed and the Taliban
in eastern Shah Wali Kot being rendered ineffective.
The battlefield orchestration, courage, gallantry and
determination displayed by the combat elements of the
Special Operations Task Group Rotation XII, under
extremely adverse and hazardous conditions has set
them apart, and by their achievements they have
brought distinguished credit on themselves and the
Australian Defence Force. 

Reference: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shah_Wali_Kot_Offensive

The Battle Honour Eastern Shah Wali Kot is the first Battle Honour
to be awarded to Australian Commandos.
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Ifirst met Les (Lech) Gade in
1979 at Epping, NSW where
we both worked for Telecom

Australia. Despite our 30 years age
difference we quickly became
good mates. One day Les
mentioned that he had earlier
served in 1 Commando Company
and suggested that I may be
interested. Following some
gruelling tests at Georges Heights
I was signed up. Les was so
pleased he attended both my
Recruit Parade at Ingleburn in
1981 and my Green Beret
Presentation at Georges Heights
the following year. In these early
days I was unaware of Les’s
harrowing World War 2 past and
how he came from Poland to start a new life in
Australia. 

Les, Warsaw and the German Invasion 
Les was born in Warsaw in 1930 and grew up there

with his parents and two sisters. He lived in Warsaw’s
City Centre above a tailoring workshop operated by his
Father. He was nine years old when the Germans
invaded Poland in 1939. Three weeks after the start of
the invasion the Luftwaffe commenced terror bombing.
At the time there were no air raid shelters so they
huddled in cellars. Devastatingly, one night, Les’s
Mother was killed, and all their possessions destroyed
in a bombing raid. She had left the cellar, thinking it
was safe to do so, and had returned to their house to
cook dinner when a stray bomber dropped its bombs
on their home. They then moved in with their Uncle
and Les’s sisters were sent to live with other relatives in
the country. Les’s Father obtained another tailoring
machine and continued his work whilst Les attended
primary school. 

Les was keen to be a soldier and joined the Scouts
which was very militaristic. Les never told his Father
because he knew he would have disapproved.
Meetings were conducted in secret, usually after
school. This is where Les first learned about the
Underground Home Army, or Armia Krajowa (‘AK’). He
finished primary school in 1943 and became an
apprentice radio technician in a German Telefunken
radio factory in central Warsaw.     

Warsaw Uprising Commences
When the Uprising or ‘W-Hour’ arrived at 5:00pm

on 1 August 1944, as Les recalls: 
I didn’t know anything about

an Uprising. Someone in our
scouting group just told me we
had to meet at an assembly point.
I left home that day without telling
my Father, and unfortunately this
was the last time I saw him as I
later learned that he, even though
he was not Jewish, was taken to
the Natzweiler concentration
camp and was subjected to
medical experimentation, and
died before the war ended. On
leaving home, I met a girl around
my age and we ran into another
street where we came under
machine gun fire from a tall
building that was under German

occupation. We eventually arrived at Hotel Victoria
guarded by a fighter carrying a German machine gun.
He was wearing the ‘AK’ armband. I told him I couldn’t
reach my assembly point. I was referred to his
lieutenant, who said “good we need a runner”.

Les sworn into Armia Krajowa (‘AK’).
I was sworn in as a

soldier of the ‘AK’,
given the rank of
private, a white and
red armband and
provided with an ID
with both my name
and an alias of
“Leszek”. No uniform
was provided and
thus I wore my usual
clothes throughout
the uprising. The
location was the
official headquarters
of Colonel, later
General, Antoni
Chrusciel, “Monter”,
commander of AK forces in Warsaw. “Monter” was in
charge of the Uprising and I was effectively on his staff
as a runner.

Eventually there were four or five runners and
communications had to be delivered by a runner as
telephones were vulnerable to interception. Messages
were constantly being sent to the administration as
well as fighting units in the field. I would be provided

40 YEARS OF COMMANDO MATESHIP
A 40 YEAR PERSONAL AND MILITARY FRIENDSHIP & 

THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE WARSAW UPRISING – 01 AUGUST 2019

By Robert Davey, ACA NSW 

Les Gade (L) and Robert Davey (R) at the Warsaw
Uprising Museum 2019

Les’s Armia Krajowa (Polish Home
Army) Identity Card
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an envelope with a name on it and once or twice a day
I had to run the gauntlet of German mortar shells,
aerial bombing and snipers on my way to some
command post behind a street barricade, in a cellar or
destroyed building that was sometimes just rubble. I
operated in the part they called City Centre Sector 1
Area 4. Fortunately, I didn’t have to descend into the
sewers like many AK fighters.

I mostly dealt with Monter’s adjutant - a Captain
named “Admiral”. One day, headquarters came under
heavy fire and a bomb crashed through four above
ground floors before exploding. Luckily it didn’t
penetrate the concrete vault we were in. Once, whilst
delivering a message, I got caught in heavy shelling
and got knocked flat and felt the heat of the explosion,
but it just missed me. There was an ever-present
danger of snipers. On another occasion when a mortar
fell, I was briefly blinded and deafened. The euphoric
mood of the early days of the Uprising grew
increasingly depressed. It became clear the Russians
wouldn’t intervene and there was not much the Allies
could do. In the latter part I reported to “Admiral” and
requested a transfer to a fighting unit. He tried not to
laugh and said “no, request denied”. 

POW Status
On 2 October 1944 (after 63 days) the Home Army

was defeated and ordered to surrender. Les became a
Prisoner of War (POW), and was taken to Germany by
train in freight cars and imprisoned in Fallingbostel
Stalag X1B POW camp. He was then marched to the
middle of Germany to a camp outside Essen. During
the latter stages of the war in early 1945, Les was taken
Eastward ending up in a village near Hanover before
being liberated by British Paratroopers. 

After Liberation
Les remained in Germany attached to the Polish

Home Army until 1947 and then undertook a cadetship
near Hanover until 1949. Refusing to go back to Poland
under Communist control he sought refugee status.
Whilst provided with a choice of emigration, including

the United States, he chose Australia. On arrival in
Sydney he was initially moved to a military camp at
Bathurst and then back to Sydney to work on the NSW
Railways. Four years later he joined the then Post
Master-General’s (PMG) as a Technical Assistant
working in a Telephone Exchange. 

Les was keen to join 1 Commando Company when
it was formed, and after receiving Citizenship he served
in the Unit from 1958 until 1963. Les met his wife Elaine
at the Polish House in Ashfield, and they were married
in 1960 and have two children.

Attendance at the 75th Anniversary of the Warsaw
Uprising on 1 August 2019

Les was again officially invited by the Polish
Government to attend the 75th Anniversary of the
Warsaw Uprising and was accompanied by his wife
Elaine and their two children. My wife and myself also
attended the events including those at the Warsaw
Uprising Museum, the Uprising Monument and at the
Powązki Military Cemetery. 

A highlight for Les was again meeting General
Wiesław Kukuła, current Commander of the Polish
Army Territorial Forces. They first met at the 70th

Anniversary, when
then Colonel Kukula
was the Officer
commanding a Polish
Commando Unit
(JWK) in Lubliniec.
The General hosted a
private dinner for Les
and his family after
the official events.

Les continues to
be an active member
of the Association,
and volunteers as a
guide each Wed -
nesday at the Aust -
ralia National Mari -
time Museum (ANMM). It has been suggested that Les
may return to Warsaw in August 2020 for the 76th

Anniversary of the Uprising. At age 90 with his good
health and good humour he may just do so.

Les’s Fallingbostel Stalag (Prison Camp) Record

Les and Polish General Wiesław
Kukuła 
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FROM THE PEN OF HARRY BELL 
2nd/9th Commando Squadron, WW2

Hullo all; 

As you would expect, there is not much fresh
news - vets are hard to find these days. But a
few snippets follow.

My wife, Kathie, broke her leg (fibula) a month ago.
As breaks go, it wasn't a bad one, but no broken bone
is good. She duly went on sick parade (after a few days)
and was put on "no duties” for 6 weeks. I thereupon
became chief tucker mucker and mess orderly. All went
well until I had gone through my repertoire twice : hard-
boiled eggs, soft-boiled eggs, scrambled eggs, baked
eggs with bread crumbs, bacon and eggs, ham and
eggs, chicken vindaloo, and assorted grills and "cold
collections". At that stage, she put herself on light
duties and aspros and took control of the Haus cook.
That was ok, but we have an acre of garden, for the
maintenance of which we get help one day per
fortnight. Since our local drought broke, plants we
thought dead or moribund have burst into life and the
lawns could conceal a Regiment.  

Enter Scott Ellice-Flint. Scott is a son of John, who,
after 2/11 Armoured Regiment was declared redundant,
joined 2/10 Commando Squadron. John died some six
years ago, but Scott, his brothers, children and
grandchildren have been indefatigable helpers on
ANZAC Day: taking charge of the banner and pushing
wheelchairs. He rang to see how we were and on
learning of Kathie’s injury, volunteered to cut our lawns.
I dissuaded him, pointing out that he had a large block
of land to look after as well as a busy accountancy
practice to run. So that, I thought, was that. But no; on
the very next day, he just turned up (with a bottle of
Johnny Gold - 18 years old - and hopped into the lawns
(with a walk-behind mower) and edges (with a brush-
cutter)! Now, that's mateship! Who said "Commando
For Ever"?

It reminded me of a verse I had dashed off back in
2011, in appreciation of the behaviour of our children
and grandchildren on ANZAC Day, when they do all
those things I have mentioned and cheer us as we march
by. Also, at least as importantly, they take over the
running of our ESO’s when it gets beyond us. Sadly, it
seems to be topical in another area as well.

It isn't glorifying war
to say that it brings out the best
- and yes, displays the worst - 
when you apply the final test
of character.

It is no sin to be afraid. 
To master fear and carry on, 
appearing brave: 
that's courage. 

Pacifists may jeer
at fighting men, but risking life 

to save a mate: can that be wrong?
Take pleasure in remembering
the things we did and saw so long
ago.

Old men indeed forget,
we stumble and we lose the plot - 
but, thanks to you, we're not forgot!

Signallers seem to be a long-lived race: vide the late
Reg Davis and the late Dolly Dolton (both 2/9). And Bill
Justo (2/9) has already outlasted them both. Bill was B
Troop Sig Sergeant after Pat Keating went home, and
he lived a very active, humour-packed life at Bur pen -
gary, Qld, after the war, with the aid of his “Physio-
terrorists” as he called them. The bottom dropped out
of life as he had known it when he lost “Bubbles”, his
wife of 70 years and he was eventually obliged to enter
an Aged Care Centre. Bill is now 97 and reckons he
won’t be around much longer; but meanwhile he is as
full of fun and flashes of dry wit as ever. He has
reluctantly handed in his driver’s licence and learned to
use a walking frame; his hearing is not as acute as
before, but he is still the same old Bill Justo. (Editor’s
Note – Bill is often seen by the ACA Qld Committee
members and has been made a Life Member of the Qld
Assoc).

Ted MacMillan (2/9) was not a Sig; he was a rifleman,
and the youngest man in 2/9 (DOB 3/11/1925) but he is
still going strong at Burradoo (SA). 6 Section operated
differently from all other sections, in that instead of
taking turns at being Forward Scout. Joe Olsen held
that role on his own throughout the Aitape-Wewak cam -
paign. He insisted on this, believing that all our lives,
including his own, were safer that way. Joe was right. He
had keen hearing, an extra-keen sense of smell (he
could smell the Japanese before he could see them) and
very quick reflexes - he scored 7 of the section’s 13 kills.
What he needed was a reliable 2nd Scout and he had
tried and rejected several before MacMillan came into
the picture Thereafter the pairing was an invariable
fixture, and a most successful one. Mac was also under -
study for the Section’s “I” Corporal. His post-war career
would be the making of an entire book. But all that is
history. He is now living on his own at Burra (SA) though
with much TLC from his daughters and sons-in-law.  He
doesn’t hear as well as he used to and he has to tread
the fine line between hypertension (heart attack) and
hypotension (falling over.) He still has a driver’s licence
but doesn’t use it. And I think he agrees with me that
Single Malt is the best inoculation from COVID 19. As
A.E Housman’s Shropshire Lad remarked: “Malt does
more than Milton can to justify God’s ways to man”

Over and out, 
Harry Bell 

(2/9 Cdo Sqn)

Harry Bell on his
first day back from

Rabaul in 1946.
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HELLO ALL,

1Commando Company is holding together with
our 'Phantom', Major Greg Smith, leading us
into K 89. Only 55 people are required for this

exercise, so the rest of us will  be  able  to  rest at home.
During the 13/14 May we had a parachute weekend

at  Dubbo and what a cluster of breakdowns we had. The
pilots flew us from Richmond to Dubbo on Fri day night
and we’re unable to commence flying again until 1300
hrs on Saturday. We had one jump and the plane was
grounded for a minor fault. Parts were flown in from
Sydney and this plane immediately became U/S on
arrival at Dubbo. We managed one jump on Sun day then
again the plane was grounded. When it was fixed it was
time for us to go home, however, it  broke down  just
before departure and another was sent from Rich mond.
At one stage it looked as if we we’re going to have to
sleep at Dubbo on Sunday night. In all, five aero     planes
were used to give us two parachute jumps.

On Anzac Day the unit supplied a catafalque party for
the Commando seat in Martin Place. The party com -
prised of Sgt. Rod Childs, L/Cpls Craig McNee, Bernie
Hannan and Privates Mick Taplin and Sasha Samerski.
Just as the old and bold were marching on, it rained very
heavily resulting in everyone scurrying for cover except
for the two old diggers holding the MZ banner who
refused to move away. 

The catafalque party was marched on in the rain and
wreaths were laid. Sgt Childs made a slight mistake in
giving his orders resulting in some varied drill
movements which I am sure only myself and the RSM
John Kelly noticed.

From there we had a few schooners then went on the
Harbour Cruise with the WW2 Commandos. A great
afternoon, plenty to drink and eat for $20. More Ex
members should support the day.

From the cruise, myself and  a few others kicked on in
the Rocks area with 'Jungle’ Jim Parker getting us to
drink vast amounts of schooners. We then did the
Scottish gig to the piping of a military band. What a day,
I ended up at the British Ex-Services Club firing  on all
cylinders and managed to find a kind drink waiter who let
me have a kip on their lounge chair. I eventually  got
home safely, thank you.

At the beginning of April a group from Commandos
were sent to Cairns on exercise called 'Hopkins Force’.
They consisted of Captains Barry Hopkins and Dennis
Littame, Sgts Brian Blake and Rod Childs, Cpl 'Christo'
Christianson (RAME mechanic), L/ Cpl Bernie Hannan,
Pte Tony Compton and myself. We were used on
exercise to pick up a group of soldiers and return  them
to the Navy on the patrol boat HMAS Cairns. I was safety
officer on board the parent vessel and thought myself

lucky as I'd stay dry. No way, my radio was on the bridge
and a monsoonal downpour arrived. There I was in a
tropical environment, wet, cold and pissed  off, manning
the radio. We had a look around Cairns and managed a
trip to Green Island looking at  all  the  topless women
sunbathing.

On the 6/7 May I instructed on adventure training at
16 Transport Squadron near Newcastle. Taught roping
and rappelling at the Watagan State Forest near a place
called Monkey Face. The troops were of a different fit -
ness and standard so they required plenty of pushing
along. They apparently really enjoyed them selves and I
only injured one person, a female who tore  ligaments in
her ankle and I had to rescue her. She required splints
and was taken to hospital, Quit happy sucking on the
Etenox.

Our dining-in night was held on 17 June, the week -
end before the birthday weekend. We farewelled Sgt
John ‘Zed’ Fraser, who has been an active member of the
unit for over 20 years serving as an Ares soldier and
finishing up at the diving school. Also, Sgt John
Schwerd ferger has been posted to the newly formed
Adventure Training Centre at Bonegilla as a WO2. He will
be involved in all phases of climbing, roping, snow and
ice training. Our third farewell was to Captain Bob
Rhodes, 2IC of the Company. Bob joined us about 10
years ago and was a very effective but quiet achiever.
Bob has left with his family to live in Brisbane. There is a
rumour that the third Commando Company may be
started up north very shortly. (Editor’s Note – Still going
on about this 31 years later). Sgt Frank Malkoun who
joined in 1969 received his Reserve Forces Medal after
20 years of service.

Captain Ashley Warner (Editor’s Note – Captain
Ashley Warner’s son is now the CO Defence Parachute
School formally PTS) who joined in 1977 as a Private took
up his Commission has been promoted to 2IC of the
unit, which is a feather in his cap. He is the only person
who I know has served as an Officer in both 1 and 2
Company. Our birthday weekend was a huge success
with the CSM WO2 Barry Rhodes flying the flag as he
landed on the oval after freefalling with a group of
parachutists over Mossman.

Sgts Brad Peters, Rod Gorrie, Captains Dennis
Littame and myself attended a Drop Zone Safety Officers
Course conducted at Nowra and run by the CSM Barry
Rhodes. We were plagued by high winds up to 30 knots.
So, after several days PTS packed up all the gear into a
C130 and flew to the airbase at Edinburgh, South
Australia. Because of the high winds, we participated in
climbing, bushwalking, running and squash but
unfortunately very little time at the bar because of the
early morning starts. 

FROM THE ARCHIVES OF ACA NSW 
(THE 1 CDO ASSOC NEWSLETTER – STRIKE SWIFTLY)

NEIL’S SPIEL – 1989
Supplied By Tony Marsden - ACA NSW
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On the weekend 28-30 July the third national re-
union of the Australian Independent Company’s was
held at Port Macquarie. It was organized by the 1st

Independent Company and the 2/3 Australian Com -
mando Squadron. 190 ex-members from all over Aust -
ralia were there. 

A catafalque party of Cpls Rob Smith, Niel Jackson,
Ross Maguire, L/Cpl Bernie Hannan, Ptes Sasha Samerski
and myself drove by minibus to help with their
celebrations. Arthur Littler, MM, who was one of the
principal organisers ensured we were well looked after
by his fellow members. We were given a 3-bed room
townhouse to live in by a Norm Lonsdale. On the
Saturday night a formal dinner at the RSL was held with
the Catafalque party and Maj Greg Smith as guests. We
had a really good night and partied on until the early
hours. Of course, a few of the local girls suc cumbed to
the wily charms of the younger members of the unit.

On Sunday a memorial was held at the local
Cenotaph in which we did one of our best drill parades
ever. Lo and behold I met an ex-member of the unit
Graham WATERTON who says hello to anyone remem -
bering him. Sorry I didn’t have time to talk Graham, see
you next time.

Well I have a thousand more tales to tell but I had
better leave some for Fulvio’s stories as he gets upset if
I write too much.

Cheers, beers and hang on to it! 
Neil Quaggin
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Borneo is the second largest Island in the
world, and practically the whole of it is, moun -
tainous jungle. The mountains go up to

13,000 feet, and the jungle is generally over 200 feet
tall. There, in the heart of the jungle, took place the
only large-scale operation about which no one has yet
written, partly because I'm the only one of the three
officers in charge who is in circulation. Major Bill
Seehon, 42, lately Governor of Borstal, and a very
gallant English gentleman, is too busy being the chief
of police in Sarawak. Major Toby Carter, 37, tall, tough,
but gentle to look at, a New Zealand oil surveyor, is too
busy helping sort out the mess in which the Japs left
the Borneo oilfields.

Hidden Land 
As the three of us came to control an area as large

as Ireland, and to kill Japs at the ratio of 100 for every
one of our own losses, I feel it is up to me to tell the
story of that strange jungle collaboration between
English, New Zealand, Australian, and Dutch para -
chutists, along with thousands of native peoples, head-
hunter tribes, Malays and Chinese, Javanese and Sikhs
- even in the end some Jap deserters. It all started in a
little hole in the jungle right in the centre of Borneo, at
a place called Bareo, which in native dialect means,
"The Plain of We were only able to find that hole in the
jungle because of 1932. In 1932 I was leader of the
Oxford University Expedition to Sarawak. We got a
good way inland, but much further inland we saw great
mountain ranges which the natives called Tamabo. And
we heard that behind them lay a sort of Shangri-la - a
great rich, fertile plain, abounding in cattle, rice and
tobacco, and inhabited by a tribe called Kelabits. All of
us ached to get up into that mysterious hinter land. But
it would have taken months of travel, with all sorts of
supply difficulties. We had to forget it.

In 1941 Japan occupied Borneo and by 1944 the
powers that be were beginning to take a revived
interest in the island. The Americans and Australians
had cleared New Guinea and were working up towards
the Philippines. Mountbatten was building up for the
big push through Burma. Borneo, with its three tre -
mendous oilfields and its controlling position in the
South China Sea, was an obvious stepping-stone in the
next stages of the great pincer’s movement on Japan.
But what was happening in Borneo? On the Intel -
ligence map the whole of the country was blank. Allied
headquarters began to look everywhere for people
who could help them fill in the blank. So, one day I had
one of those mysterious interviews in a half-lit hotel off

the embankment. And within a few days I found myself
going through a course of "subversive" training.

Next thing I knew, I was being whirled across the
world Priority One, in a plane to Australia. There I met
Carter and Seehon.

The Plain Beyond 
The difficulty was to find any place in Borneo where

we could either land a plane or drop by parachute. I
remembered those mighty Tamabo ranges and the
stories of the plain behind. If it really existed, that
would be ideal. At this stage (latish '44) the Americans
took Morotai, a small island between Borneo and New
Guinea. A Liberator could fly from Morotai to Central
Borneo, spare half-an-hour for a look round, and get
back to base in 12 hours' flying over Jap-held areas.
So, I found myself hiking my way up the south-west
Pacific along with an RAAF liaison officer, solid, rosy-
faced Squadron-Leader Frank Cook of Sydney. We had
to fly with the American 13th U.S. Army Air Force. These
brave boys had the most marvellous maps of Borneo,
with every detail filled in by some guy in Washington
who deserves the Pulitzer Prize for imaginative
journalism.

Slightly Desperate 
They even elevated the highest mountain, Kinabalu

("The Black Widow") an extra 6,000 feet to the 20,000
line. However, as American planes appear to me to fly
by instinct, they fortunately ignored the maps, glad to
let me lie forward in the bombardier's look-out and tell
them which way to point the plane. But we couldn't
find that hole in the jungle, even though we showed
unspeakable heroism in flying with these Americans. By
this time things were becoming slightly desperate. The
show was urgent. So, six Liberators of the Royal Aust -
ralian Air Force were now put at our disposal. This
made the whole difference. We felt incomparably safer
with the Hussies, and with these special planes we
were able really to concentrate on finding our hole.

We Find It 
On the fourth attempt we succeeded in spotting a

small open plain in approximately the right position --
the hole! Unfortunately, in these early flights, we always
came over much too early in the morning not realising
that there, in the interior of Borneo there is a daily
routine of cloud rising from the valleys. That first time
we saw the hole clearly, the weather clouded over
before we could prepare to jump. But now we knew
the show was definitely practical. Pessimism and

EIGHT MEN DROPPED FROM THE SKIES – PART 1
And so began the story of the Army of the Jungle Hole

(How the wild tribes of Borneo were organised to drive out the Japs)
By MAJ TOM HARRISSON, DSO. MBE. Z Special Unit ~ WW2

Edited by Doug Knight – ACA VIC
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nervous tension disappeared into the thin mountain air.
We took two Liberators on the next flight that was to
send us into the island. In the leading one were
Warrant-Officer Tredrea, a medical orderly and superb
soldier from South Australia, Staff-Sergeant Bower and
Sergeant Sanderson, a specialist in intelligence and
native language, who, within three months, was to
become the uncrowned king of the Limbang River in
Sarawak and to control a large personal army of his
own. I went along with these boys.

The other plane was led by my second in command,
Captain Eric Ed meades, the most experienced
parachutist I could find in Australia. With Eric went a
strapping Queens lander, Sergeant-Major Rod Cusack;
a short, chunkily built piece of liquid dynamite, called
Sergeant Jack Barrie; and the party's funny man and
second radio operator, Sergeant Hallam. On a March
morning we got over our hole in the jungle. We could
see glimpses of the plain below through the cloud. The
four of us  in the first plane shot through a camera
hatch. 

Running Deer 
Drifting nervously down through the damp cloud

the first things we saw below us were two red deer
going for their lives. Within a few seconds.... squelch!
The plain proved to be that parachutists' dream, a nice
wet, soft bog. Meanwhile where were the other four?
No sign of them drifting anywhere around! Had they
gone home because they hadn't been able to see the
hole in the jungle through cloud? Worse still, our radio
and other stores, which had been dropped in special
containers, were equally lost to view. While my four
were still puzzling about what had happened to the
others there appeared three tall dark figures wearing
loincloths and with leopard teeth in their ears, wading
through the swamp, and waving (of all things) a white
flag. They were friendly. We judged this by inter -
minable handshakes and caresses ¬we could not speak
to them and they could not speak to us. They led us
through the swamp on to an open grassland plain, then
to the native long house, which we learned, to our
amazement, actually was the place where I had
originally meant to land at, Bareo.

Village on Poles 
Bareo, like any kelabit village, is simply one long

house, built 15 feet off the ground on poles, with palm-
leaf roof and beautiful hand-made plank walls and
floors. It is divided lengthways down the middle. One
half is the veranda. Bachelors and visitors sleep here. In
the other half, each family lives around its own fire -
place. There are no partitions between the families.
Everything in Kelabit life is carried on in public. We
never could teach these people that the white man
liked a little privacy. To them the very idea of privacy
didn't exist. There were 57 people living in Bareo. All
went mad when they saw us. None of them had seen
more than three or four white men before. Some had

never seen one. Without exception they were
delighted to see a white man back. They had thought
the British were finished.

First Faint Sign 
We were only the first faint and insignificant sign of

return. By helping us they risked everything. They knew
what to expect from the Japanese, who had already
warned everyone against assisting parachutists or shot-
down airmen. But there was no question about it.
These simple pagan people guaranteed the success of
our operation within the first hour. The chief of Bareo,
an elderly man named Lawai, sent his young men as
runners to gather in the whole surrounding population.
By next day there were hundreds, and within a fortnight
delegations represent¬ing 100,000 natives had
travelled pledging support for a hundred miles around.
The King has since awarded Lawai the British Empire
Medal. He is probably the only man in the world
holding this decoration who cannot read, write or look
at a photograph the right way up.

Found Their Way
Meanwhile the four men in the second plane who

had been dropped miles away in the jungle, also found
their way to the village, thanks to Edmeades' jungle
skill. It is by no means unknown for even a native to get
lost within half a mile of a village, and to wander
around for days until starvation kills him. The wireless
was found too and set up. Soon Bower and Hallam
were tapping out the good news on a portable set to
Darwin, a thousand miles away in Australia. Quickly I
organised native spies to radiate in all directions. Our
big trouble was the immense distances that had to be
covered. But these people are wonderful travellers and
runners, even by night. 

Services Reconnaissance Department (SRD) - Operations - Supply
dropping re-supply to Op Semut 1, 17 July 1945.

Source: AWM Item 31633812
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Secret Agents
Every secret agent had a relay system of runners

attached to him, to whip back the information. Even
then it took five to six days to come up from the coast
at Brunei Bay, and another week to come up from the
east coast, where the Australian Army planned for
landings. Later on, we were able to set up wireless
stations all along behind the coastlines and around
Japanese General Headquarters. We managed to pin-
point the main Jap positions in the Brunei sector
sufficiently to direct air attacks and to give assistance to
Allied G.H.Q. in planning landings.

Made Good Spies 
The Borneo people took wonderfully to spying, but

we had to worry in case someone was caught and
tortured or split on us for reward. Within a month
something like a quarter of a million of the inhabitants

of Borneo must have known we were there. It seemed
hopeless to keep our secret. Yet the people not only
kept our secret for the fortnight; they kept it right up
until the Allied landings in June 1945.

So well did they keep it that the Japs never knew
what hit them when we attacked from the rear in June.
We had only eight weapons between us when we
landed. And the Kelabits were longing for us to have a
crack at the Japs. For centuries they had been head-
hunters, and the chance of a spot of legal head-hunting
was too good to be missed. We had to organise some
sort of native guerrilla army. We hadn't any rifles, and
anyway they did not know how to use them. So, we
grabbed the next best thing - blowpipes. These were
the natives' own weapons, and very effective and
'horrible ones.

PART 2 - A TOUCH BY BLOW-PIPE IS DEATH IN BORNEO
TO BE CONTINUED IN EDITION #003, JULY 2020

COMMANDO FOR LIFE

A TRUE UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE OPERATOR
Major Tom Harnett Harrisson, DSO. OBE. 

Z Special Unit - WW2
1911 – 1976

Major Tom Harnett Har -
ris son, DSO, OBE,
(1911–1976) was a

British polymath1. In the course of
his life he was an ornithologist,
explorer, journalist, broadcaster,
soldier, guerrilla, ethno logist,
museum curator, archaeologist,
docu menta rian, film-maker, con -
servationist, and writer. Although
often described as an anthro po -
logist his degree studies at
University of Cambridge were in
ecology before he left to live in
Oxford. He is also known as the Barefoot Anthro polo -
gist and founded Mass-Observation.

Tom Harrisson was born in Argentina in 1911,
educated in England at Harrow School and Pembroke
College, Cambridge, conducted ornithological and
anthro pological research in Sarawak (1932) and the
New Hebrides (1933-5), spent much of his life in
Borneo (mainly Sarawak) and finished up in the USA,
the UK and France before dying in a road accident in
Thailand.

In 1937 Harrisson, with Humphrey Jennings and
Charles Madge, founded Mass-Observation, a project
to study the everyday lives of ordinary people in
Britain. During the Second World War Harrisson con -
tinued directing Mass-Observation and was Radio critic

for The Observer from May 1942
until June 1944. For much of this
time he was in the Army and gave
up reviewing on leaving the UK.
After service in the ranks he was
commissioned as a second
lieutenant in the Reconnaissance
Corps on 21 November 1943. He
had been recruited (some sources
say by a confusion of names,
despite his apparent suitability)
for a plan to use the native
peoples of Borneo against the
Japanese. He was attached from

the British Army to Z Special Unit part of the Services
Recon nais sance Department (SRD) a branch of the
combined Allied Intel li gence Bureau in the South West
Pacific theatre).                     

On 25 March 1945, he was parachuted with seven
SRD operatives from a Consolidated Liberator onto a
high plateau occupied by the Kelabit people in
Borneo. An autobiographical account of this operation
(SEMUT I, one of four SEMUT operations in the area) is
given in World Within (Cresset Press, 1959); there are
also reports - not always flattering - from some of his
comrades. His efforts to rescue stranded American
airmen shot down over Borneo are a central part of
"The Airmen and the Headhunters," an episode of the
PBS television series Secrets of the Dead. The
recommendation for his Distinguished Service Order
which was gazetted on 6 March 1947 (and dated 2
November 1946) describes how from his insertion until

Tom Harrisson post WW2 years.

1A person of encyclopaedic learning
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15 August 1945 the forces under his command pro -
tected the flank of Allied advances and caused severe
disruption to Japanese operations.

At the start of the Brunei Revolt in 1962, Resident
John Fisher of the 4th Division of Sarawak called on the
Dayak tribes for help by sending a boat with the
traditional Red Feather of War up the Baram River. Tom
Harrisson also arrived in Brunei. He summoned the
Kelabits from the highlands around Bario in the 5th

Division, the centre of his wartime resistance. Hundreds
of Dayaks responded, and formed into companies led
by British civilians all commanded by Harrisson. This
force reached some 2,000 strong, and with excellent
knowledge of the tracks through the interior (there
were no roads), helped contain the rebels. And cut off
their escape route to Indonesia.

Harrisson was appointed Officer of the Order of the
British Empire in the 1959 New Year Honours, for his
work as curator. The title of his biography, The Most
Offending Soul Alive, gives a flavour of the strong feelings
he engendered, but he also had many admirers and is
recognised as a pioneer in several areas.

His Works
Following the war, he was Cura tor of the Sarawak

Museum 1947-1966 (although he did not relinquish his
com mission until 14 March 1951). In the 1950s and
1960s Tom and Barbara Harrisson undertook pioneer -
ing excavations in the West Mouth of the Great Cave at
Niah, Sarawak. Their most important discovery was a
human skull in depo -
sits dated by radio -
carbon to about
40,000 years ago,
the earliest date
for modern humans
in Borneo.  The
results of their ex -
ca vat ions were
never published in
an appropr iate
man ner leading to
uncerta inty  and
doubts as to their
results; however,

they are largely vindicated by results of excavations
carried out by the Niah Cave Project from 2000-2003.
Three films (amongst more made for British TV) record
the Niah work Harrisson's TV series The Borneo Story
was broadcast by BBC television in 1957. 

Books:
• Harrisson, T.H. (1931). Birds of the Harrow District

1925-1930. Harrow School.
• Harrisson, T.H. (1933). Letter to Oxford. The Hate

Press: Gloucestershire.
• Harrisson, Tom (1937). Savage Civilisation. Victor

Gollancz: London.
• Madge, Charles; & Harrisson, Tom (1937). Mass-

Observation. Frederick Muller: London.
• Harrisson, Tom (ed). (1938). Borneo Jungle. An

account of the Oxford University expedition of
1932. Lindsay Drummond Ltd: London.

• Madge, Charles; & Harrisson, Tom (1939). Britain by
Mass-Observation. Penguin: Harmondsworth.

• Harrisson, Tom (1943). Living Among Cannibals.
George G. Harrap & Co: London.

• Harrisson, Tom (ed). (1943). The Pub and the
People. Victor Gollancz: London.

• Harrisson, Tom (1959). World Within. A Borneo
Story. Cresset Press: London.

• Harrisson, Tom (ed). (1959). The Peoples of
Sarawak. Sarawak Museum: Kuching.

• Harrisson, Tom (1961). Britain Revisited. Victor
Gollancz: London.

• Harrisson, Tom (1970). The Malays of South-West
Sarawak before Malaysia. Macmillan: London.

• Harrisson, Tom (1976). Living through the Blitz,
Collins, London

This introduction to Tom Harrisson is to provide his
background to a series of articles that will be provided
in the forthcoming editions of the Commando
magazine. These articles are the result of the recent
discovery of a four-part series of notes Tom Harrisson
produced in the late 1960s and were part of a
collection that has been loaned to ACA Victoria by
Elizabeth Mackenzie, a former member of SRD in the
wife of the late Lieutenant Gilbert Mackenzie, SRD
operative.

WO2 Jack Tradrea, MM, a member of the
SRD took this photograph from the B-24
bomber that transported the covert unit

to Borneo. The image shows the
longhouse where the group spent its first

night in Borneo. Tradrea accompanied
Tom Harrisson during this mission to the

Japanese-held island.

Tom Harrisson with an
indigenous Kelabit
tribesman on the

Japanese-held island
of Borneo in 1944.

Z Special Units Secret
War – Operation Semut 1

by Bob Long.

Tom Harrison’s Auto
Biography, The Most
Offensive Soul Alive.

Tom Harrison’s Book
World Within.
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Lest We Forget

COMMANDOS FOR LIFE

05 April 2013
COL Hans Fleer, AM, DCM

Honorary Colonel
2nd Commando Regiment

Died In Service
Melbourne Victoria 

27 April 2008
LCPL Jason Marks

Delta Commando Company
4 RAR Commando

Killed In Action
Urazghan Province Afghanistan

30 May 1968
WO2 John Durrington
2 Commando Company

(Attached To AATTV)
Killed In Action

Quang Nam, South Vietnam

23 May 2011
SGT Brett Wood MG, DSM

Charlie Commando Company
2nd Commando Regiment

Killed In Action
Helmand Province Afghanistan

22 June 2013
CPL Cameron Baird, VC, MG
Bravo Commando Company

2nd Commando Regiment
Killed In Action

Urazghan Province, Afghanistan  

21 June 2010
PTE’s Ben Chuck

Tim Aplin
Scott Palmer

Alpha Commando Company
2nd Commando Regiment

Killed In Action
Kandahar Province, Afghanistan
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Ted was born at Temora, in the Riverina, at the start
of the Great Depression. His father, Harry Work -
man, was a jockey and an itinerant worker - rather

pre carious occupations at that time and place.
The fami ly  –

mother, father and
four children lived
in improvised ac -
com  modation: a
slab hut, aug ment -
ed by spandrels of
flat tened kerosene
tins, those great
bush DIY com mo -
dities; at times a
tent. He was able
to stay at school
until he reached
the legal age to

leave (14) though even before that he often "wagged"
school to work with his father.  

At 18 he joined the Army, volunteering first for Overseas
service and then for Commando training. On completion of
his Jungle Warfare training at Canungra, he was allocated to
the newly formed 2nd/10th Aust. Commando Squadron, then
training on the Atherton Tableland. 2nd/10th, together with
2nd/7th and 2nd/9th Squadrons formed the 2nd/6th Aust Cavalry
(Commando) Regiment which was also new – at least in
name. The Regiment had in fact been the first Unit formed
in 1939; the Senior regiment in the 2nd AIF' and it had served
with distinction in the Middle East, as the Division Cavalry
Regiment of the first Division to be formed – the 6th Division,
numbered consecutively after the last Division of the First
AIF. When it was converted to a Commando unit, it retained
the word "Cavalry" in its title and continued to be known,
informally, as "The Cav." Many of its original members also
made the change from Armour to Shanks' Pony and served
in both 2nd/9th and 2nd/10th Squadrons. The relevance of this
history will shortly become apparent.

On 14th October, 1944, the regiment sailed from Towns -
ville to Aitape, in North West New Guinea, where the 6th

Division was taking over from the American troops who had
captured Aitape. The Australians then advanced on the two
remaining Japanese strongholds, Wewak and Maprik.
During the advance on Maprik, 2nd/10th which was protecting
the flank of the 17th Infantry Brigade, frequently acted as
Infantry, capturing a number of Japanese -occupied villages
and in the course of one of these operations, Corporal
Work man was wounded in action. However, this only briefly
interrupted his service and he returned to Australia in 1946.

On discharge, he put his deferred pay to good use,
caring for his parents and going into business in the Riverina
town of Ungarie. Proving to be an astute businessman, he
prospered, moved to the coast, met the lovely Lola and

married her in 1954. They were a great partnership and over
next 65 years they brought up their three children, and
became more and more successful in business. This was
very much a joint operation, with many of the ideas coming
from Lola. The list of occupations that they followed is
dazzling. They ran sandwich-shops and delicatessens, Ted
drove taxi-trucks, installed septic tanks and became a plant-
hirer. But the culmination of their joint career was to build
and operate "Springfield", a most successful reception
venue at Dural, North-west of Sydney. They toured the
world; Ted was prominent in Rotary and a tireless worker for
charity. 

But what about the Army? Ted marched on Anzac Day
1947, one of over 200 marchers behind Eric Hennessy
("Hernna"- or, irreverently, "The Bull-tosser"). But at the
reunion, he, like other "Canungra Cannibals" felt a bit "out
of it" when the old Desert hands spoke to one another of
Benghazi and Gierabub. Anyway, he was too busy creating
a career to want to get involved. But it didn't take long for
the pleasure of meeting old mates to become stronger and
he was soon taking an active part in the management of the
6 Div Cav (Commando)Regiment Association (NSW).  He
and Lola made Springfield available for reunions and Ted
became Hon. Secretary/Treasurer of the Association, a role
which he filled for some 35 years, until the younger
generation took over and the sons of former members
became office-holders. Ted became Editor of Cavalry News
when nobody else was prepared to commit himself and he
and Lola continued to handle this demanding task until the
NSW branch was wound up, due to lack of members. Ted
was also a committee member of the NSW Commando
Association, the organisation that embraced all 12
Commando Squadrons/Independent Companies. In NSW
he might well have been dubbed "Mr 6 Div Cav".

After retiring from Springfield, Ted and Lola lived at Dee
Why on Sydney's Northern Beaches. Ted's health deterio -
rated, with strokes and loss of balance, to the extent that he
was obliged to move to the RSL Village at Collaroy, where
he died after a short final illness. Lola and her daughters
organised a celebration of his life at the Long Reef Golf
Club, a delightful, light-hearted occasion, in a big room
overlooking the ocean. There must have been 50 family
members and friends, including Ralph Martin, the last
President, his wife Linda, Graham Whitely, the last Secretary
of the NSW branch of the Association and Jo Smith.  All four
are the children of former members of the Regiment – Ted
Martin, Bill Jeanneret, Wally Whiteley and Ken Buckler. Both
Belinda and Jo were members of the Committee. I was the
only former member of the Regiment in attendance, being,
so far as I am aware, the only member of the Regiment still
alive in NSW.

To Lola, Vicki and Robyn and to the grandchildren, the
Association offers its sympathy while reminding them that
despite their loss, they have a great deal to be proud of.

VALE

NX171924, Edward ("Ted") Workman 
2nd/10th Commando Squadron (WW2)

27 September 1924 – 23 January 2020

By Hubert “Dinga” Bell (2nd/9th Cdo Sqn)

Edward “Ted” Workman (C) at the 2nd/6th

Cav Cdo Regt Plaque unveiling at the
AWM March 2017.
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Dennis died on Friday, December 20th, 2019 after a long illness. Dennis
enlisted in 2 Cdo Coy in November 1963, along with many other
‘notables’ of that era, and was a member of the notorious “Malone’s Molls”

brigade. He completed many courses, including his Basic Para Course, was a qualified
Stick Com mander and was also a Small Scale Raids commander. 

Dennis attended the iconic Swan Island camp in 1967 and discharged early in 1968
after providing distinguished service and making many friends.

Geoff Woodman recalled that Dennis was a bit of a feisty character, “But that was
not necessarily a bad trait, however. Other than that he was just one of the boys.”
David ‘Froggy’ Gibson was a close friend and had great respect for Dennis.

All members of the Association offer their sincere sympathy to all of Dennis’ family.

VALE

3166085 DENNIS L. WILKINS 
2 Commando Company 1963 – 1968

COMMANDO FOR LIFE

VALE

3110299 RONALD KEITH SMITH       
15 February 1932 – 26 March 2020 

2 Commando Coy and 1 Commando Coy 

Keith Smith served under both of the original
Officers Commanding the post-WW2 Commando
units – Peter Seddon at 2 Cdo Coy in Melbourne

and then ‘Mac’ Grant at 1 Cdo Coy in Sydney. Keith joined
2 Cdo Coy in its beginnings and knew Don Bergman,
another “original” who had transferred earlier from the
Scottish Regiment. Don once confided to Keith that he still
had his 5/6 RVR kilt. Keith originally enlisted in 2 Cdo Coy
under its first Officer Commanding, Peter Seddon, before
he moved to Sydney for work and transferred to 1 Cdo Coy.
Returning to Melbourne in October 1958, he served until
November 1959, when travelling after work from Geelong
to Ripponlea in time for the evening parade became
impossible. 

Keith served under 2 Cdo Coy OCs Peter Seddon and
Seddon’s successor John Hutcheson before serving with 1
Cdo Coy in Sydney under its founding OC, Major W. H.
‘Mac’ Grant. On his return to Melbourne and 2 Cdo Coy
Keith had Phillip Bennett as his OC. So Keith served under
both of the founding fathers of the post-WW2 Commando
Company’s – Major Seddon in 2 Cdo Coy and Major Grant
in 1 Cdo Coy. When Mac Grant spoke to Keith in recent
years Mac recalled it was Keith “who paddled with a broken
arm!”  Keith and Ray Hall, Keith thought, were paddling a
kayak when Keith – accidentally - struck Ray on the head
with his paddle, breaking Keith’s arm. To make matters
worse they had to paddle back to shore against an outgoing
tide!

Climbing sheer rock faces under the watchful gaze of
Royal Marine climbing instructor Len Holmes, Keith said he
was inwardly ‘petrified’, but recalled that Len said he had
good technique. Keith qualified as a Cliff Leader Class 3 and
then Class 2. Along with other Company members Keith
attended Peter Herd’s funeral in 1958, after Peter tragically
drowned at Half Moon Bay during a diving course. On one
occasion when he finished last on a run Keith received his

punishment – 20 push-ups. Feeling good when he was first
home on the next day’s run, he discovered victory had to be
celebrated – with 20 push-ups!  He quickly learnt – never be
last – or first!    

Keith was a strong supporter of the Association over
many years. When he lost a leg through diabetes in 2012
and got around with a prosthetic, he still attended Com -
mando Association functions. Later his other leg was ampu -
tated. He told his daughter Diane he would get a second
prosthetic and start walking again. And he continued to
attend events, on one occasion doing the 320 km round trip
from the Latrobe Regional Hospital to meet up with his old
mates. Keith’s grandson Anthony now has one of Keith’s two
prized green berets.

Keith’s old friends and all members of the Commando
Association offer their sympathy and thoughts to Diane,
Alan and all of Keith’s family.

Keith’s family and Association friends on Anzac Day. From left,
Standing: Barry Higgins, daughter Diane Roach, Peter Beasley,

Alan Jinks, granddaughter Brooke Roach.
Seated: Sheryl English, Keith Smith.
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UPCOMING ACA EVENTS

ACA National

1ST WEEK OF APRIL 2020
Edition #002 of COMMANDO - The Magazine
of the Australian Commando Association, to be
released. Any issues please with content, contact
the Editor Commando Magazine
editor_commandomag@commando.org.au

SATURDAY 25 APRIL 2020
ANZAC Day Service, Dawn Service under own
arrangements.

SUNDAY 12 JULY 2020
ACA National Meeting, Qld Maritime Museum,
Southbank Brisbane directly after OP Rimau &
Cdo/SF Day. Contact Secretary for further details at
aca_secretary@commando.org.au

ACA New South Wales

Nothing reported at time of print.

ACA Queensland

TUESDAY 14 APRIL 2020  
Committee Meeting
Phone Conference @ 1830. Contact Secretary
acaqld_secretary@commando.org.au

SATURDAY 25 APRIL 2020
ANZAC Day Service, Dawn Service under own
arrangements.

TUESDAY 12 MAY 2020 
Committee Meeting
Phone Conference @ 1830. Contact Secretary
acaqld_secretary@commando.org.au

TUESDAY 09 JUNE 2020  
Committee Meeting
Phone Conference @ 1830. Contact Secretary
acaqld_secretary@commando.org.au

TUESDAY 07 JULY 2020  
Committee Meeting
Phone Conference @ 1830. Contact Secretary
acaqld_secretary@commando.org.au

SUNDAY 12 JULY 2020 
75th Commemorative Service Of Operation
Rimau & Commando/SF Day
Quarter Deck Of HMAS Diamantina, Qld Maritime
Museum, Southbank Brisbane from 1030. Contact
Secretary acaqld_secretary@commando.org.au

ACA Victoria

SATURDAY 25 APRIL 2020
ANZAC Day Service, Dawn Service under own
arrangements.

SATURDAY 09 MAY 2020
Annual General Meeting, Box Hill RSL @ 1030
Contact Secretary Glenn MacDonald for
attendance and or apologies at
acavic_secretary@commando.org.au

ACA Western Australia

THURSDAY 16 APRIL 2020
Annual General Meeting, Via Teleconference.
Contact Secretary for more information at
acawa_secretary@commando.org.au

SATURDAY 25 APRIL 2020
ANZAC Day Service, Dawn Service under own
arrangements. 

SUNDAY 17 MAY 2020
Association Pistol Shoot
Pine Valley Pistol Club, Time TBC.
Contact Secretary for more information at
acawa_secretary@commando.org.au

SUNDAY 21 JUNE 2020
Association Rifle Shoot
Perth Lever Action Rifle Club, Time TBC.
Contact Secretary for more information at
acawa_secretary@commando.org.au 

Commando Regiments  

MAY 1941
No1 Independent Company was raised at Wilsons
Promontory Victoria.

JUNE 1943 
Z Special Unit was raised

25 JUNE 1955  
1 Company (Sydney) raised at Victoria Barracks
NSW, (65th Birthday) 

19 JUNE 2009  
2nd Commando Regiment renamed from 4 RAR
Commando at Tobruk Lines, Holsworthy Barracks
NSW, (11th Birthday)
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APRIL

April 1942 
Detachment, 1st Independent Company under the
command of Captain Roy Howard (later the first Qld
Cdo Assoc President), was moved to Kudjeru, in
New Guinea, to guard against possible Japanese
movement south of Wau along the Bulldog Track.  In
the process they became the first Australian Army
unit to cross the Owen Stanley Range.

17 April 1942 
2nd/5th Independent Company arrives in Port Mores -
by, New Guinea during an air raid. 

19/20 April 1942 
Members of the 2nd/2nd Independent Company were
able to make contact with Darwin from the
mountains of Timor for the first time since beginning
the guerrilla campaign, using a wireless transmitter
nicknamed Winnie the War Winner.

6 April 1943
Inter-Allied Services Department (ISD) becomes
Special Operations Australia (SOA). In May to avoid
confusion in the names between SOA & Special
Opera tions Executive (SOE) the cover name
Services Reconnaissance Department (SRD) was
used instead. Shortly after this Z Special Unit comes
under command SRD.

April 1945
The 2nd/4th Cdo Sqn embarked from Townsville and
sailing to Morotai, Dutch East Indies. From here the
Squadron took part in the landings at Tarakan Island
off Borneo as part of the "Oboe" operations.

30 April 1958
The Chief of the General Staff made a decision to
raise No 1 Independent Signals Squadron to
support clandestine operations and this led to the
formation of 301st Signal Squadron (Home Defence)
in 1960 at Lidcome NSW.

25 April 2001 
4 RAR Cdo (4 Commando) officially commences a
six-month operational deployment to East Timor as
part of the United Nations Transitional Adminis -
tration East Timor (UNTAET). The Bn deploys to
SECTOR WEST as the Australian Battalion (AUSBAT)
and monitors the Northern region against the West
Timor border. 4 Commando deploys with two Com -
mando Coy’s (B Cdo Coy & C Cdo Coy) and two
light Infantry Coy’s (A Coy & D Coy). This is the first
time that Australian Commando Company’s have

deployed to Timor as a complete unit since the
2nd/2nd & 2nd/4th Independent Company’s in 1942.

April 2003 
Bravo Commando Company, 4 RAR Commando
deploys elements into Baghdad, Iraq to secure the
Australian Embassy. These elements of Bravo
Commando Company are the first Australian
Combat Troops to arrive in Baghdad during the Iraq
Invasion in 2003. 

April 2007
Alpha Commando Company, 4 RAR Commando
returns to Urazghan Province, Afghanistan as part of
the Special Operations Task Group (SOTG) Rotation
IV. SOTG is also known as Task Force 66 (TF66) to
distinguish its self from other Coalition SF units in
Afghanistan. This begins the continuous presence of
a Commando Company in Afghanistan until 15
December 2013.

MAY

May 1941
No1 Independent Company was raised and trained
at Wilsons Promontory Victoria, the home and
birthplace of the Australian Commando.

May 1942
2nd/6th & 2nd/7th Ind Coy’s were formed at Wilsons
Promontory, Victoria. 

May 1943
53 men of 2nd/3rd Cav Cdo Sqn conducts an attack on
Ambush Knoll in New Guinea against the Japanese
Imperial Army (JIA) and takes the position. The JIA
attempts several counter attacks over several days,
but are repelled each time.

29 May 1943

2nd/7th Independent Company conducts combat
opera tions in Bena Bena, New Guinea as part of
Bena Force.

3 May 1945
2nd/4th Commando Squadron is involved in one of
the last campaigns of WW2 when it landed on Tara -
kan Island and took part in the Borneo campaign. In
the coming days and weeks the 2/4th saw extensive
service during the liberation of Tarakan, suffering
heavy casualties with four officers and fifty-two other
ranks being killed or wounded in this time.

11 May 1945
2nd/9th & 2nd/10th Cav Cdo Sqns lands at Dove Bay,
Wewak and established the beachhead. The landing
was also with the 2/3 Machine Gun Bn, plus a Battery
of 75mm, manned by 2/1 Tank Attack Regt.

SIGNIFICANT COMMANDO DATES
APRIL to JUNE
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COMMANDO FOR LIFE

SIGNIFICANT COMMANDO DATES…
(Continued from previous page)

MAY (Cont’d)

13-19 May 1945
2nd/10th Cav Cdo Sqn is surrounded by Japanese
troops in the Wewak area and fights off numerous
attacks. 

6 May 1969
WO2 Ray Simpson, DCM is awarded the Victoria
Cross for Valour in South Vietnam. Ray was attached
to AATTV from 1 Commando Company.  

JUNE

29 June 1942
2nd/5th Independent Company launched a raid on a
Japanese aerodrome at Salamaua, New Guinea, the
first Allied attack on Japanese land forces anywhere.

1 June 1943
Z Special Unit (the “combat” unit of SRD) begins
training at Foster Guerrilla Warfare School, Wilsons
Promontory, Victoria. (The name Z Special Unit until
wasn’t used ‘till the late 1980’s).

5 June 1945
2nd/10th Cav Commando Squadron in action against
Japanese bunker system South of the main Aust -
ralian position in Mandi during the Aitape - Wewak
Campaign.

25 June 1955
1st Commando Company (Sydney) is raised at Vic -
toria Barracks, NSW.

June – July 2000
Elements of Bravo Commando Company, 4 RAR
Commando deploys to the Solomon Islands as part
of Operation Plum Bob, to help withdraw Aust ralian
Nationals from the troubled Island.

10-14 June 2010
Alpha Commando Company, 2nd Commando Regi -
ment engages heavy insurgent numbers during the
Battle of Eastern Shah Wali Kot, Afghanistan. This
battle is later awarded the Battle Honour Eastern
Shah Wali Kot, which is the first battle honour to be
awarded to an Australian Commando unit &
Australian Special Forces.

19 June 2009
2nd Commando Regiment was renamed from 4 RAR
Commando at Tobruk Lines, Holsworthy Barracks
NSW.

22 June 2013
CPL Cameron Stuart Baird, MG is Killed In Action
and subsequently is Posthumously Awarded the
Victoria Cross (VC) for Valour whilst serving as a
Commando Section Commander with Bravo
Commando Company, 2nd Commando Regiment in
Afghanistan.

ACA National News

Regimental Beret Badges

& Black Felt Shield Backings
At the National Executive Meeting

in Foster, Victoria in November 2009,
an Executive decision with the State
Associations agreeing, that members
should not wear a beret badge and or
the black felt shield backing on their
beret if the unit you belonged to at the
time did not wear those items.

As a result, the pre 2009 1 Cdo Regt
hat badge (top right) is being
reproduced at cost price for those
members who need the original badge
again or replaced.

Please contact your State Reps for
the badges when they arrive.

New ACA Commemorative

Memorabilia
Following consultation with other State ACA

branches an order has been placed for 100 of the new
ACA plaques (below). The plaques are made of wood,
rectangular shaped and dark brown in colour. The
bottom scroll has
been changed to
A U S T R A L I A N
C O M M A N D O
ASSOCIATION. The
plaques will be
accompanied by an
engraving plate.
The plaques are
approx .  210mm
wide x 77mm high. Please contact your State reps for
further details.

1 Cdo Regt Beret
Badge pre 2009

1 Cdo Regt Beret
Badge post 2009

The New ACA Plaque design.
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FROM COMMANDO TO SKYDIVING LEGEND
Claude Gillard - Australia’s ‘Grandfather of Skydiving’

celebrated his 92nd Birthday

Now in his tenth decade, many old – and
young - friends helped former 2 Commando
Coy soldier Claude Gillard celebrate his

birthday in mid-February at the Ramblers Parachute
Centre at Toogoolawah northwest of Brisbane. Frank
Read, a fellow 2 Cdo Coy mem ber and skydiver,
reported that the party was held at ‘Claude’s Cabin’
where Claude lived at the skydiving centre until
recently, before he moved to his retire ment village.
Ramblers’ owner and long-time friend Dave Mc Evoy
organised and hosted the event. Claude has a long
relation ship with the Ramblers club, a pioneer in
Accelerated Freefall (AFF) training and the host of
inter national skydiving events.

Claude served in 2 Com mando Company from
August 1957 to September 1960, and qualified on his
Basic Parachute Course in June 1959, alongside
notables Lyn Gardiner, Roy Hem mings, Ian Wischusen,
Glen Doyle, Phil Meekins and others. Another
colleague on the course was their Company Adjutant
and 2 IC, Captain ‘Jack’ Fletcher, who no doubt kept
them in line during the course. Claude said his love of
skydiving came from his experience in 2 Cdo Coy, “But
it wasn’t something all personnel shared. Many took to
it purely as an operational task to be done”.

He also began civilian parachuting in 1959 and his
sport parachuting career spanned more than a half-
century. He was an Australian parachuting champion by
1962 and was a pioneer of relative work, performing
the first 2-way in Australia as well as several baton
passes. In September 1961, he leaped from 23,600
feet  – a two-minute, eight-second free fall - an
Australian record that helped publicize the sport in
Australia. In an interview in 2016 with Declan Martin for
the Shepparton News when he was attending the
National Skydiving championships at Nagambie,
Claude said, ‘‘Back then telling people you were a
skydiver was akin to saying you were an astronaut,’’ ‘‘It
was very rare for people to skydive, there were close to
32 professional parachutists across the country; now
150 000 Australians (mostly tandem) go on their first
jump every year. ‘‘For me it’s lots of fun and you’re still
on cloud nine when you get to the ground’, Claude
admitted. He said today’s parachute designs meant
skydivers could perform jumps that weren’t possible 40
years ago. ‘‘When the accuracy event first started
people were lucky to land within a couple metres of the
target area and some ended up landing at a nearby
train station,’’ Claude said, laughing. ‘‘You didn’t have
a soft landing pad to land on either.” ‘‘You had to get
a clearance from the Department of Civil Aviation for
every single jump and only one person could leave the
plane at a time - that made it very complicated to do it
on a regular basis.’’

Claude pushed the boundaries imposed by the
authorities and was a pioneer of formation skydiving at
a time when others said it wasn’t possible to get too
close to others in the sky. He and fellow skydivers
created batons from a rolled-up newspaper to pass
around, and used them to join together in the sky to
prove that it was possible - and safe. Claude was a
judge, coach, rigger, instructor and competitor, and
was instrumental in introducing new concepts to the
Australian parachuting industry. He was one of the
founders of the first Australian Championships, held in
1960 at Pakenham. Claude served as President of the
Australian Parachute Federation for more than 30
years, from 1966 - 2001. He was a Fédération
Aéronautique Internationale judge beginning in 1968
and President of the International Parachuting
Commission from 1994 to 1999. 

He was also a leading proponent of canopy relative
work around the world and was awarded the title of
Companion of Honour in 2003 from the Fédération
Aéronautique Internationale.

Claude is now retired and travels to the Parachute
Nationals every year.

Claude, right, in civilian parachuting gear,
with Robert Pomie.
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Australia’s modern-day Commando capa   -
bility proved critical to the war effort in the
1940s. The precursors to our current

Special Forces units trained across the country in
Wilsons Promontory, Sydney, Fraser Island, Cairns
and Dar win. In one training exercise, operators
covertly paddled 1,500km in kayaks from Fraser
Island to the heavily mined port of Cairns. They were
incredibly resourceful. Using a fishing trawler to
covertly infiltrate the port of Singapore, special
opera tors sank more enemy ships than any other
vessel in the Royal Australian Navy. 

Another ship which distinguished itself in service
was the Harbour Defence Motor Launch (HDML)
1321, later known as the Rushcutter. Built in Hobart
from Huon pine with BHP lead ballast, she was com -
missioned in 1943. HDML 1321 delivered Z Special
Unit Commandos to the raid on Muschu Island in
modern-day Papua New Guinea in the infamous
‘Operation Copper’. Eight Commandos landed on
the island to reconnoitre and to seek to identify the
presence of two 140mm naval guns. This was
mission-essential information to enable Allied forces
to land safely in a forthcoming amphibious assault in
northern New Guinea.

The mission succeeded but at huge cost. When
the Commandos’ canoes filled with water on
landing, the Commandos lost their communications
with the Rushcutter. The next day, the eight men
began their patrol and soon found themselves up
against 1,000 Japanese troops. All were killed in
action except for Sapper “Lucky” Mick Dennis. The
lone survivor paddled on a wooden plank for 10km
across the shark infested channel to Wewak. Once
there, Mick fought his way through Japanese
patrols, hiking amongst the coastal highlands, to

finally reach Australian forces. The intelligence he
gathered helped save the lives of countless
Australians during the amphibious landing at
Aitape-Wewak.

During the war HDML 1321’s sister ship HDML
1322 worked hard to keep Darwin harbour safe from
submarine attack but she is long gone. After the war,
HDML 1321 was recommissioned as the HMAS
Rushcutter to hunt submarines in Sydney Harbour. In
1953, it was used as an unarmed training ship for the
RAN Reserves and in 1956 assisted with the yachting
regatta during the Melbourne Olympics. In the year
I was born, 1971, she was decommissioned and
converted to a pleasure craft and worked the central
coast of NSW and eventually Arnhem Land before
the owners moved to Darwin where she sank in the
Harbour in 2016. 

When I heard of the sinking a mate and I dived on
the wreck and saw that it was salvageable. In no
time, the Darwin and Palmerston community pooled
their resources and efforts to honour the memory of
Z Special Unit. After four attempts to lift it, the
Rushcutter was finally lifted onto dry land and later
into a 25 tonne purpose built cradle in July 2018
with the generous support of the Northern Territory
Government. 

This amazing effort couldn’t have been possible
without the Save HDML 1321 Association which
raised $5,000 for the Rushcutter recovery efforts,
with donations from Australians wanting to preserve
their military heritage. Local businesses that
provided incredibly generous pro bono support
included Freo Cranes, Bhagwan Marine, NT
Welding, Flash Tyres NT, L2S Engineering and
Trafficwerx NT. We also benefited from the support
of the Australian Army, Royal Australian Navy and

WHY ARE WE SAVING THE RUSCHCUTTER?
Harbour Defence Motor Launch 1321, Ruschcutter

By Mr Luke Gosling, OAM. MP. ACA E - Member

The HDML 1321 (Rushcutter) in Northern New Guinea
during WW2.

A barge was used to pump out the water on the high tide
and she popped up off the mud.
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U.S. Marines on rotation in Darwin who
kindly gave us their time, labour and
skills to begin to preserve and restore the
Rushcutter. 

The association, Save HDML 1321,
which acquired the Rushcutter from the
owner for a nominal $2, continues the
work to move her to a relocation where
the restoration can begin.  It remains an
open question where it might be
displayed once she is restored. But the
answer will flow from a bigger question
we need to ask ourselves as a community
and as a nation: why bother? Why all that
effort, time and money to save a ship
from the fate of other WWII wrecks which
litter Darwin Harbour and seas, channels
and harbours across the Pacific and Asia?
The answer is found on that island and
those jungle tracks where Mick and his
team fought and patrolled. 

I continue to help as the patron of the association
because I see it as a debt of gratitude that we owed
the first Australian Commandos like the late Mick
Dennis, who passed away in 2015, and to his mates
who never came home and whom he called the real
heroes. These men performed extraordinary acts of

bravery to save their fellow Commandos’ lives and
to protect Australians back home in such a total war.
That’s why we have a duty to restore and preserve
the Rushcutter for future generations, so that we can
teach our children about the real-life heroes who laid
down their very lives for all of us.

Commando For Life

The Rushcutter was floated onto a 25 tonne custom trailer
and pulled up the WWII Catalina ramp.

The Save HDML 1321 Team.
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